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SUM:Mary

A general questionnaire measuring the perceived evaluation of 23 student

personnel services, estimates of the relative frequency of selected student

problems, and ontnions about counseling was administered to randomly selected

samples of publictwo-year college faculty, students, and counselors in New

York State. In addition, an iiistrument to measure the performance of spe%ific

counseling activities was administered to cot.e.selors, and data pertaining to

work experience, educational bachground, and present professional duties were

collected from counselors. Descriptive information about participating two-

year colleges was also collected.

It vas found that the amount of student personnel services and the amount

of counseling services available, measared by a ratio of staff to students,

does have a strong positive effect on the proportion of stadents completing

a proaram of study. A nuMber of possible reasons for the high attrition rates

of two-year college students were noted, and it was evident that these were

largely problems vhich could be alleviated by adequate counseling and student

personnel services.

Evening students could hardly be said to be receiving any counseling.

This was indicated (1) by the number of counselors assigned to evening

divisions, (2) by the amount of work time counselors reported spending with

evening students, and (3) by the evening students evaluation of counseling

and student personnel services amd their attitudes toward counseling.

There was generally a large discrepancy between the student personnel

functions that counselors said were being performed and the student rersonnel

functions that students said vere being performed. Even faculty members were

relatively uninformed about the performance of magy functions. A definite



need fbr better communication between the student personnel staff and other

college groups was indicated. In any case, the paanning for, and evaluation of,

student personnel services should take the student's viewpoint into account.

Students were thc severest critics of the performance of student 'personnel

functions. A bias in the evaluation of student personnel fanctions by counselors

was evident, particularly when the functions dealt with activities associated

with the counselor's "professional identity." Those functions which were

evaluated most morly could be characterized as the organization, administration,

and development of student personnel services.

The greatest need which counselors identified for the immediate improve-

ment of counseling is the expanded use of anti-gas of standardized testrig

procedures. Related to this need, nnre training intesting was suggested,

both in graduate school and through in-service programs.

The need for more definitive research on the two-year college student

became evident at several points throughout the study, resulting in many more

questions than answers. Some of these questions were: What kinds of informa-

tion (and from what sources) does the student need for the decisions he has

to make? Where do students go when they withdraw or complete a program of

stuay? Why does such a large proportion of students fail? Many of these

questions could be approached through adeauate institutional research, VI-doh

ws not being performed at many of the perticipating colleges.

The characteristics of, and comments by, the counselors could have some

significant implications for the design of graduate education experiences for

fUture counselors and other student personnel staff members. PrObably the

best summary of the counselors' recommendations vould be that graduate train-

ing should. be psychological in content rather than educational.



It is suggested that the instruments developed for this study, or modifi-

cations thereof, would be approprilte to utilize for institutional research

on student personnel services. It should be re-emphasized that institutional

studies, even of an elementary nature, are of the utmost importance if

counseling and other student personnel services in the tvc-year college are

be improved.



AN EVALUATION OF
C(YUNSELING AND RELATED SERVICES

TN NEW YORK STATE TWO-YEAR COLLEGES

What is the "state of the art" in counseling and related sclvices in

the public two-year colleges in New York?

This general question was the basis for the present study by the

Department of Education) Cornell University, supported by the New York State

Education Department. Two general puzrposes were developed to guide the study:

(1) To deterudne what counseling and student personnel services were avail-

able in two-year colleges; and (2) To evaluate theae services.

The lUlfil3ment of these two purposes would lead to a sounder basis for project-

ing needs in counsaling and student personnel services, for improving existing

services, for training counselors and student ipersonnel administrators, and for

planning future research.

It was apparent, however, that the task was not a simple one. nrst,

here is extreme diversity among twp-y-ar colleges, resulting in varied student

personnel organizations with a variety of tasks to perform. Second, individuals

at a given college could not agree on what counseling or student personael

services were offered. This lack of agreement ums partially due to the lack

Cs uniformity in tasks performed under the "student personnel" organization,

partially due to the lack of professional identity in the field in general,

and largUy due to a ladk of an accepte(1 professional jargon with which student

personnel taSks could be described. Third, there are no satisfactory criteria

applicable to a wide variety of sttuations by which counseling or other

student personnel services could be evaluated. Very few individual colleges,
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for example, have taken the effort to develop a set of educational objectives

for their institution to which student personnel activitias could be related

and objectively evaluated. There 11,:lq been even less effort, or perhaps less

success, in defining objectives for the general field of student personnel

administration.

The problems of adequately defining the specific tasks involved in

student 'personnel administration, and more specifically in counseling,

tovIther with the criterion problem and the limited resources for this study

led to the development of a particular methodology to achieve the purposes of

the study.



Methodology

It was decided that a comparison of evaluations of student personnel

services, particularly counseling, made by groups familiar with these services

would yield the most meaningful imuediate information. Three groups were

chosen: 1) faculty members, who are primarily responsible for referrinE stu-

dents to counselors and other members of the student personnel staff, and who

should be concerned with the, results of student personnel services on students;

2) students themselves, the consumers of student personnel services; and

3) counselors, since the study emphasized the counseling function and these

individuals should be in the best position to fully evaluate services offered,

as well as furnish personal information about their own education and profes-

sional experience.

In addition, some rather comprehensivedata about the characteristics of

each two-year college was collected. It was found that little meaningful

information about institutional or student characteristics vas available else-

where. The 'asimary purpose of collecting institutional data was to develop a

description of the two-year college population being studied) but a number of

interesting analyses also resalted.

The General Questionnaire

A general questionnaire consisting of three parts was constructed for

administration to faculty, students, and counselors. In addition, an instru-

ment relating to specific counselingactivities was designed for counselors.

In the following sections the instruments utilized in the study are described.



The most acceptable definition of student personnel functions in the two-

year college was found in Jcnior Colle&e Student Personnel 11:20.0EaE: Altpraisal

and ale.1.....ao:Eltnt (Raines, 1965)_ In this study:. the only published systematic

attempt to evaluate student personnel programs in two-year colleges, 23 basic

functions were identified. These functions, 23 in number for faculty and

counselors, 16 for students, constituted the first section, Part I:, of the

rating instrument. This section was entitled "Faculty (Student, or Counselor)

AppraisP1 of Student Personnel Functions" (Appendix A). Faculty and coun-

selors were asked to rate all 23 functions in their respective colleges.

Students, due to a lack of familiarity with the internal administration of

their colleges, were asked to rate the first 16 functions.

A five-point constant response rating scale was developed to accompany

each item (Table I). Two types of information were tripped by the response

scale: 1) whether the respondent had knowledge of the performance of a func-

tion at his college; and 2) an evaluation of the performance of a function at

his college in terms of two dimensions, the quantity and the quality of such

performance. In effect, the rating scale resulted in a four-point continuum

of evaluation for each item or in one response to indicate that the respondent

did not know an item was performed at his college.

Table I

Instructions for Completing the Ratings in Part I;

Appraisal of Student Personnel Functions

Listed below are several functions which could be classified as "student

personnel" functions. Utilizing the following scale, please circle the

appropriate nu/fiber following each function which most nearly indicates your

own aislzon of how well each function is performed at your college.

NP libt Performed, or I have absolutely no knowledge of the performance

of this function.

1. Poor. Function is performed, but is entirely inadequate.



2. Fair. Function is performed, but the quality and/or quantity of

services does not met the needs of the college or students.

3. Satisfactory. Function is performed in an acceptable manner, 'with

roam for imprwement in quality or broadening of

application

4, c2IpIaps4aa. Function is performed in an excellent manner. Difficult

to improve either the quality or quantity of services.

For example, under "Precollege Information" you may think that the han-

dling of inquiries concerning college attendance is handled well, but there

should be many more activities added under this function. You would probably

circle "2" for this function.

In Part II of the instrument (Appendix A) the respondent was reauested

to rank the relative frequency of seven student problems. Part II was

administered to all three groups of respondents. The classification of types

of problems did not necessarily result in completely independent categories,

but the categories utilized are readily understood by laymen and are widely

used in counselor training,. Acategory of "mixed or combination prdblems"

was included because of the difficulty in specifying whether a student would

ever be included exclusively in one category such as "vocational problems."

It was er.pected, then, that the "mixed or combination" category would be per-

ceived as the most common, particularly -oy counselors.

The rationale for requesting a rating of student problems by all three

groups was much the same as for the rest of the instrument. Do counselors,

students, and faculty perceive counseling problems similarly? If not, can

the differences in ratings be explained?

The final sections of the general instrument, Part III, was termed

"Attitude Toward Counseling and Counseling Services" (Apendix A). This sec-

tion, comprised of six general opinion items, was designed to measure attitudes

toward professional counseling services in two-year colleges. In some of the

items the respondent 1.784 directly asked to indicate his opinion about counsel-

ing by circling one of the alternative responses. Fbr example, "What is your
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opinion about providing special guidance and cuunseling services for students

in twc-year colleges?" (Item 1). Other items were designed to indirectly

elicit general attitudes or were foci. ad on more specific aspects of counsel-

An attempt was made to place alternative responses to each of the opinion

items on a unidimensional continuum of favorability. In this mannerl responses

should have the same interpretation, but indicate differing degrees of favor-

ability. Part III was also administered to all three groups of respondents.

Inventory of Counseling Services

Az the study was concerned particularly with counseling services, one

instrument mas designed for rating specific activities which might be subsumed

under "counseling" at a particular institution (Appendix B). An informal

taxomony of activities was constructed under the general headings of appraisal,

consultation, and referral. After editing and consolidating approximately 30

statements about counseling activities, a list of 22 items was included in the

inventory. The same response scale developed for the Appraisal of Student

Personnel Functions, Part I, was utilized for the inventory of Counseling Ser-

vices. One change in the description of responses WAS made. "NP" meant only

not performed. The Ttatement "I have absolutely no knowledge of the perform-

ance of 'his fanction" was dropped since it was assumed that all counselors,

the group the inventory was administered to, would be familiar with all coun-

seling activities at their college. Examination of counselor returns from

individual colleges proved this assumption wrong, however.

4
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Personal Characteristics of Respondents

Faculty and student questionnaires each included a brief personal data

sheet (Appendix C). Variables which might be related to responses to the

instruments were included on this sheet. In addition, students mere asked about

plans following completion of two-year college work, and about personal use of

the counseling services at their college.

An extensive personal inventory was administered to counselors. The

Inventory of Staff Resources (Appendix D) is a modified version of an inven-

tory developed by Raines (1965). The inventory was designed to yield a

descrirtion of the professional experience, education, and duties of the two-

year college counselor.

Institutional Information Questionnaire

A considerable amount of information about individual two-year colleges

lims needed to derive 1) a comprehensive description of colleges and student

population in the study, and 2) various indices such as counselor-student

ratios. The Institutional Information Questionnaire (I1g) was designed for

this purpose (Appendix E). Items in the IIQ, were of two general types:

(1) closed-end items requesting factunl information or estimates of factual

information; and (2) open-end items requesting estimates or opinions. The

was designed to yield rather complete infornation about student body

characteristics, faculty characteristics, and student personnel staff.

Filot Projects

After the initial instruments described above were constructed and edited,

five deans of students and counselors from two-year colleges met for a full

day to review the research plan and individual instruments. The purpose of

reviewing the entire study with experienced consultants from two-year colleges
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vas to insure the feasibility of the research plan, to edit each item for

clarity and reading level appropriate for two-year college students and to

reach agreement that information requested vas available as well as meaning-

ful. A major revision of the HQ resulted from this review, in addit4on tn n

number of changes in individual items in the instruments.

Following revision of the instruments, a pilot administration of the ID

student questionnaires and counselor questionnaires was conducted at Corning

Community College. A total of 43 student Questionnaires mere administered to

a class in introductory psychology. These students were urged to write com-

ments about any aspect of the questionnaires which was not easily understood.

In addition, the class was questioned by the investigator about any problems

in completing the questionnaire. The ID, was completed with no suggestions

for changes. Three counselor questionnaires mere also completed, with no

comments except that the time required was too long.

It was found that responses to all rating items were distributed accept-

ably. There were no major revisions needed as a result of the Corning pretest.

Summary of the Instruments

Three groups of subjects were utilized to obtaln relative evaluations of

counseling and other student personnel finctions: Faculty, students, and

counselors. It vas hypothesized that a comparison of the perceptions of these

three groups would yield meaningful infornation about the current student

personnel services offered and about changes needed in these services. In

addition, counselors were asked to evaluate specific counseling activities

at their college and to furnish rather complete information about their awn

Professional experience, education, and professional duties.
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An Institutional Information Questionnaire was constructed to yield

descriptions of the student body, faculty, and student personnel staff of

each participating institution.

A summary of tl.le instruments administered to specific groups is presented

in Table 2.

Instrument

Part I:
Appraisal of Student
Pesonnel Functions

Part U: Relative
Frequency of Student

Problems

Part III: Attitude
Toward Counseling
and Counseling Services

Personal Information
Sheet

Inventory of Staff

Resources

Inventory of Counseling
Services

Table 2

Instruments Administered to

Specific Groups and Average
Completion Time

Administered to:

Faculty, Counselors,
Students (16 items)

Faculty, Students,
Counselors

Faculty, Studetns
Counselors

Faculty, Students

Counselors

Counselors

Completion Time

10 minutes
8 minutes

3 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

30 minutes

5 minutes

Approximately 15 to 17 minutes were required of students and faculty

members to respond to their questionnaires. Counselors needed about 50

minutes to finish their complete questionnaire packet. It WAS felt that the

time required of students and faculty would not affect the rate of question-

naire returns. The approximate 50 minutes required of counselors was a sizable
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amount of time to take from an already crowded schedule. However, counselors

should have been the persons most interested in the results of the study and

the.refore more willthg to expend the time completing questionnaires.

Data Collection

The institutional population defined for the study was the 38 existing

public tvo-year colleges in New, York State. Each of these colleges was azked

to participate in tne study.

Ccnsidering the purposes and resources of the study, it vas decided to

randoiay sample students and faculty in proportion to the size of each insti-

tution. Samples of each group 1Erge enough in number to yield accurate

estimates of responses of the total twp-year college student and faculty

populations in New York were required. It was estimated that a sample size

of 271 would yield a frequency of responses to any aiven item which does not

vary more than 5% from actual frequency of responses to that 2tem in the total

population more than one time in ten. Stated otherwise, the responses of a

sample of 271 would be expected to be representative of tota) population

responses at least 904 of the time. It was axitrarily decided that this

would be an acceptable degree of accuracy for this study.

Using estimates of total student enrollment in two-yeaer colleges from

the State Uhiversity of New York, and estimates of the number of faculty

members from Gleazer (1967), it was decided that a sampling of 1% of the total

student enrollment (including evening students) aad 10% of all faculty (includ-

ing part-time) would result in acceptable sample sizes even if there was a

large propertion of questionnaires not returned.

Personal communication from the Division of Institutional Research, State

University of New York.



All counselors were sent a questionnair,,, since there muss a relatively

small population of counselors and a major portion of the study focused on

counselors. A 1or wcc Apfinpri; for purposes of the st:,dy as an

11

individual who WAS: (/) identified as a counselor by job title and/or (2)

spent more than approximately of his work time in counseling activities.

This information was taken from the HQ returned by each particiPating

institution. Medical, housing, and community relations staff were excluded

from this definition of counselor, even though it was indicated that they

spent a major proportion of their work time in "counseline activities.

To insure the best possible rate of retarns and the bighest degree of

accuracy for institutional information, the dean of students at each institu-

tion was asked to appoint a counselor as the "campus coordin.ator" for this

study. The campus coordinator was responsible for the conduct of the study

at his college.

An intitial set of insPructims and an IIQweresent to each campus

coordinator. The coordinator's role WAS tO:

1) Complete the IR/

2) Furnish a listing of all students
and faculty at his coilt.-ge

3) Distribute, collect, and return all

questionnaires sent to bis college

It was felt that a counselor, familiar with his college, czlad aost easily

and most accurately furnish the information requested on the IIQ. A list of

faculty and students was requested so tne investsgator could randomly sample

these groups. This procedure was followed to minimize the time the coordina-

tor would need to devote to the study, and to insure that samples of students

and faculty from each camTus were picked randomly. Since the coordinator



would have the possibilities of personal contact and an on-campus follow-up

of questionnaire returns, he was chosen to distribute and collect questionnaires

over otber alternative methods of distribution such as a direct mailing to the

respondent. Directions were printed at the end of each questionnaire for the

respondent to return the completed questionnaire either to the Dean of Students

office or to the person forwarding the questionnaire to him. A blank envelope

was included with each questionnaire to enclose the completed instruments and

insure confidentiality of responses.

It should be noted that in a few instances institutional policy would

not 03ovr the release of a listing of students and/or faculty. There were

also a few other cases where the institution did Aot decide to participate

until the study was almost completed. In these cases, the campus coordinator

randomly sampled 1% of the student population and 1 of the faculty popula-

tion, and requested an appropriate number of questionnaires for distribution.

There mas no systematic attempt to follow up subjects not returning

questionnaires. A list of the names of individuals to whom questionnaires were

sent was forwarded to the coordinators that furnished a complete student and

faculty list. The decision to later request individuals to return question-

naires was left to the coordinator.
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Results

This section of the report will be organized around the several types of

data relating to the different instruments employed in 1.he study. Cince the

study was exploratory in nature, the datawerc most often treated in a descrip-

tive manner. Likewise, the use of statistical te.sts of hypotheses was minimized

for a number of reasons, The measurements ccilect d were necessarily gross in

many instances, not yielding scales which would substantiate the use of many

types of statistics. Mozeover, it was felt that due to the exploratory nature

of the study and the types of comparisons between variables desired, most

important relationships should be strong enough to be apparent from a visual

inspection of the data. With these consi.derations, statistical tests were

limited to the use of chi square for the analysis of the independence of

variables. Al3 analyses were programmed on an IBM 360/65 computer system.

Rate of Return

Of the total 38 public two-year colleges in New York State, two had not

admitted students and could not participate in toe study, and at eight colleges

the decision was made not to participate in the study. This left a possible

of 28 participating colleges to which IIQ's and campus coordinator instructions

were sent. Completed IIQ's were rciturned from 26 institutions, a return rate

of 93%. However, one of the returning colleges had just admitted the first

class of students so this datavvere not utilized in analyses. A list of parti-

cipating two-year colleges is included in Appendix F.

Questionnaires were sent to 28 colleges, of which 27 (96%) returned some

completed instruments. The rate of return of all three types of questionnaires

(faculty, students, and counselors) for individual colleges ranged from .7% to

100%, with an overall return of 41% (Table 3).
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Table 3

Number of Instruments
Sent and Returned

Instrument Number Number Percentage
Sent Returned Return

I1Q 28 26 93

Questionnaire
Total 1,560 641 41
Student 882 316 36
Faculty 498 215 43
Counselor 180 110 61

The overall rate of questionnaire returns was less than anticipated,

particularly for students. As expected, the highest rate of return was found

among counselors. There is always a question of the representativeness of

responses when a large proportion of individuals do not respond, since the

characteristic of not responding may be related to attitudes or other relevant

personal characteristics. It should be noted, however, that the total student

sample (316) is greater than the number determined to yield o4 acceptable

level of accuracy of responses. The faculty sample (215) approached an

acceptable degree of confidence. The 61% return of counselor questionnaires

was in the expected range for all three groups. It should also be noted that

the study was not designed to make comparisons of the evaluations of counseling

and student personnel services between individual colleges. The number of

respondents from any one institution, even though randomly chosen, was too

small to represent the responses of the population at that college. Rather,

the study was designed to obtain an overall evaluation of these services in

New York State, and to make comparisons between the evaluations of different

groups.
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The IIQ: Factual Information

Responses to the factual items of the IIQ are given in Table 4. The

number of colleges responding is indicated for each item. This number varies

somewhat from item to item either because the information was not available

at particular institutions or because the item was not interpreted correctly

at some institutions and the data could not be used. The items, as well as

responses, are listed in Table 4, since the interpretation of the figures

reported is often dependent upon the particular wording of the item.

Table 4

Summary of Institutional Information
Questionnaire Data

N=25
1

1. Please use Fall, 1967, figures as reported to SUNY.
2

(1) Total student enrol.,..cient T=87,837, M=3,513, R=189-11,518

(2) Number of men T=52,107, M=2,081,

(3) Number of women T=35,602, M=1,424,

(4) Number enrolled as full-
time students (12 hotas
or more)

T=44,119, M=1,789

(5) Number enrolled as part-
time students (less than T= 6,279, M= 251,

12 hours), excluding
evening students

(6) Number of students
enrolled in evening
classes only

T=43,1 77, M=1,727,

R=120- 7,430

R= 69- 4,760

R= 94- 3,981

R= 5- 3,596

R= 0- 7,497lan......
Li=number of colleges reporting, T=total for all colleges reporting,

M=arithmetic mean for N schools, R=range of figures reported.

2
Errors in completing individual questionnaires account for the dis-

crepancy on the total figures of this and following items



(Table 4 cont.)
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N=25 2. Of all students currently enrolled at your college, and counting

part-time enrollment as full attendance, what percentage are:

(1) in their first year of attendance

at your college M=63%, R=23-100%

(2) in their second year of attendance
M=30%, R= 0- 43%at your college

(3) currently in their third or more
year of attendance at your college M= 6%, R= 0- 25%

N=23 3. Approximate number of full-time students who are married:

Men: T=769, M=33, R=4-60; Women: T=446, M=20, R=2-37

N=19 4. Approximate number of full-time students 20 years of age or older:

T=4,207, M=221, R=10-1,063

N=23 5. Percent of full-time students receiving financial aid administered

by your college, excluding Scholar Incentive and Regents Scholar-

ships and including on-campus part-time work:

M=23%,R=7-56%

N=23 6. Homes of students:

Please indicate the percentages of full-time students who:

(1) live at home M=63%, R=10-100%

(2) live away from home M=37%, R=0=90%

N=21 8. Of every 100 newly enrolled, full-time freshmen in your college,

estimate as closely as possible how many:

(1) leave during the first year without

completing a program of study

(2) complete a program of study during

the first year

(3) leave during the second year without

completing a program of study

(4) complete a program of study during

the second year

M=28%, R=10-50%

M= 2%, R= 0-30%

M=18%, R= 6-40%

M=48%, R=20-71%

Total 100%



(Table 4 cont.)

N=19 10. Please estimate the total number of students during 66/67 school

year who:
(1) transferred to a four-year

institution T=3,982, M=210, R=15- 800

(2) transferred to other than a
T= 260, M= 14/ R= 0- 50

four-year institution

(3) entered gainful employment T=5,597, M=295, R=104,400

12. Please list those agencies which have accredited your college:

mean number of agencies which have accredited the college

=2.36

N=25 13. Number of teaching faculty:
(1) Full-time T=2,859, M=114, R=6-359

(2) Part-time
(a) in day division T= 383, M= 15, R=0- 85

(b) in evening division T=2,329, M= 93, R=0-559

Academic degrees of teaching faculty:

N=25
Full-time

with Doctorate

Number of: N=23

Part-time

(1) T= 297,

with Masters

R=0- 55 (4) T=123/ 14:. 6, R=0- 50

(2) T=2/027, M=81,

with less than Masters

R=6-200 (5) T=851, M=37, R=0-250

(3) T= 616, M=25, R=0-92 (6) T=600, M=26, R=0-147

N=25 14. Student Personnel Staff

Please list below the names and titles of all the full- and
part-time members of the student personnel staff.

T=315, M=13, R=3-41

Full-time: T=300, M=12, R=3-41

Part-time: T= 15, M=160, R=0-3

Number f counselors (adding %of time in counseling)
T=152, M= 6/ R=1.8-12.7 ..

/7
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The 25 colleges reporting enrolled 87,837 students, of which almost half

(43,169) were evening students only. r-21"3 "average" public two-year college in

New York State enrolls approximately 3, 513 students. This total for the

average college is comprised of 2,040 day students and 1,727 evening students,

these figures illustrate a major difficulty in the data reported on the IIQ:

responses fr ridividual colleges were not internally consistent. here, for

example, the sum of the full-time, part-time, and evening student enrollment

does not equal the total enrollment. Rather than try to interpret what reported

figures meant when they were internally inconsistent, these figures were

utilized in calculations with the assumption that the order-of-magnitude

approximation was nearly corl:ect.

It is evident that the attrition rate for students in colleges sampled is

high. An average of 28% of newly-enrolled stu(:-Ients withdraw during the first

year of study. A relatively small proportion of students (6%) seem to attend

two-year colleges for longer than two years. Approximately 50% of the students

who enter two-year colleges complete either a one- or two-year program of study.

In spite of the implieation of a "local community" college for continuing

education, only a relatively small proportion of the total full-time stud6nt

enrollment was over 20 years of age. The adult enrollment in evening classes

would probably be much higher but this figure was not available from most

schools. Nevertheless, the number of older full-time students in individual

colleges could be large enough to warrant special concern. The largest number

of over-20 students reported was 1,063, larger than the total student enroll-

melt at a number of other colleges.

Financial aid was available to a mean of 23% of full-time students.

Considerable variability among colleges in the number of students receiving

financill aid was found, ranging from a low of 7% to a high of 56%. Even
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more variability was found in the proportion of students living away from

home, as high as 90% in one instance. The overall mean of students living

away frnm hnne was 37%.

The areas of financial aid and housing have not received special

attention in the development of student personnel services for the two-year

college. With more than one-third of all full-time students living away from

home, and with only nine of the 25 colleges reporting members of the student

personnel staff with "housing" in the job title, it seems apparent that the

housing function deserves study. Likewise, though most two-year colleges have a

designated person with responsibility for administering financial aid, it would

seem that a given student's chances of receiving any assistance would depend

largely upon which school he applied to. The distribution of, and need for,

financial aie in two-year colleges appear to deserve special attention.

Student Personnel and Counselin Staff. A total of 315 individuals are

,engaged in student personnel administration in the 25 two-year colleges

reporting. Only 15 of this total were on a part-time basis. Total student

personnel staff to number of day students ratios were calculated for each

school (Table 5). The number in the total student personnel staff was calcu-

lated from the total number of individuals listed in item 14. Day students are

the sum of reported full-time and part-time students exclusive of evening

classes reported in item 8.

It is interesting to note that there are considerable differences

among colleges in the emphasis put on student personnel services as evidenced

by the spread of staff to student ratios. Almost as many colleges have a

high number of students per staff member as have a low number of students per

staff member.
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Table 5

Frequency Distribution of Total Student
pnrcrninc.1 tn nf Day Stn&Ints

Ratios (N=25)

Ratio Fre uenc

More than 1:300 4

1:250-299 3

1:200-249 2

1:150:199 4

1:100:149 7

Less than 1:100 5

Mean. = 1:167

Range = 1:33-1:471

What eff.a.ct does staff to student ratio have on students? To investigate

this question, the ratio variable was compared to item 8-(4), the proportion

of students which complete a program of study during the second year of college

attendance. This comparison is shown in Table 6. The student personnel staff

to number of day students ratio was dichotomized at 1:150 since this number

approximated an even split between colleges in the high ratio (more than 1:150)

and low ratio (1:150 or less) categnries. Likewise, a dieltotony was formed

on the percentage of students eompleting a program of study in two years at

50%, approximating the mean percentage (48%) on this variable for all colleges.

All of the participating colleges with a total student personnel staff

to student ratio of 1:150 or less reported graduating more than half of

their students in two years. In comparison, only 20% of the colleges with

a ratio of more than 1:1S0 reported that half of their students completed

a program of study in two years. But, why is student personnel staff to

student ratio related to the rate of completing? The lack of control over

other relevant variables in the present study makes it difficult to attribute

causality to any variable. Explanatio% can be strengthened in this case by

eliminating some variables.
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Staff/Student Ratio

Table 6

Student Personnel Staff to Number of
Day Students Ratio by Percentage
of Students Completing a Two
Year Program of Study (N=21)

Com
Percentage of Students

1:150 or less
more than 1:150

letin a Two-Year Pro.ram

less than 50% 50% or more
11 (100%)

8 (80%) 2 ( 20%)

Total

x
2

= 14.22**
df = 1

The counselor to student ratio was examined next. This appears to be a

fairly objective measure of the availability of counseling services to the stu-

dent body. However, the diverse nature of student personnel organization, job

titles, and actual assignments among the various two-year colleges made the cal-

culation of this simple ratio very tenu6us. Moreover, upon what student popula-

tion should the ratio be ased? Various possibilities existed: (1) full-time

students (those taking 12 credit hours or more); (2) day student enrollment (full-

time plus part-time); (3) evening student enrollment only; or (4) total student

enrollment.

Since item 14 in the IIQ did ask for an estimate of percentage of total

time spent in counseling, and since most individuals in student personnel (as

well as most faculty) in two-year colleges do engage in some "counseling,"

loosely defined, it was decided to calculate an equivalent of the total number of

counselors by summing the percentage of time spent in counseling fox all indivi-

duals listed as student personnel staff. The job titles of these individuals

ranged from dean of students counselor, financial aids officer, and admissions

2
The following convention will be followed throughout this paper:

*Statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence; **Statistically sig-

nificant at the .01 level of confidence.
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counselor to housing director, aurse, director of community resources and registrar.

As this was a liberal definition of "counseling," it was appropriate

to use a liberal definition of the student population served. This ratio was

based on total student enrollment, full-time, part-time, and evening students.

The distribution of equivalent counselor to total student enrollment ratios

is shown in Table 7.

Table 7

Frequency Distribution of Equivalent
Counselor to Total Students Ratios

(N=25)

Counselor/Student Ratio Frequency

more than 1:950
1:800-949 1

1:650-799

1:500-649 4

1:350-499 5

less than 1:350 9

Mean = 1:577
Range= 1:105-1:1,607

As much variability is evident in this ratio as in the student personnel

staff to day student ratio. However, the "equivalent counselor" definition of

the number of counselors is not very accurate. A major portion of the "coun-

seling" accomplished under this definition would be incidental to other functions.

Likewise, total student enrollment is not a very precise definition of the

student population served. It is likely that most effort is given to "day

students."

With these considerations, "counselors" were redefined as individuals

with "counselor" in their job title and/or who were designated in IIQ item

14 as spending near 100% of their time in counseling activities. The

investigator applied these criteria to each individual listed under student



personnel staff, and made a clinical judgment about the actual number of

counselors for each college in the study. This was, admittedly, a subjective

process$ but it probably identified individuals engaging in professional

counseling activities more accurately than was possible using alternative

methods of identifying counselors. Interestingly, the number of "actual"

counselors in most cases was very close to the previously calculated number

of "equivalent counselors." Those counselors identified as evening staff were

not counted in this calculation.

Table 8

Frequency Distribution of Actual
Counselor to Number of Day Students

Ratios (N=25)

Ratio201.
more than 1:950 2

1:800-949 4
1:650-799
1:500-649 4

1:350-499 8
less than 1:350 6

Mean = 1:451
Range = 1:99-1:1,380

The student population served by actual counselors was redefined as day

students, the sum of full-time and part-time students excluding evening

students in each college.

The distribution of actual counselor to day students ratios is shown

in Table 8. By this definition the counselor to students ratios appear to

be of a more desirable magnitude. Raines (1965) recommended a counselor to

student ratio of 1:350. Six of the colleges in this study surpass this

recommended ratio. Two of these six colleges do so rather by default,

23



however, since they are brand new with small student enrollments and a minimal

counseling staff. The average ratio for all colleges was one counselor for

Arl

Next, the relationship between counselor to students ratio and the

proportion of students completing a program of study in two years was examined.

Again, the rate of completion variable was dichotomized at less than 50% and

50% or more. Counselor to students ratios were dichotomized at less than

1:450 and 1:450 or more, since this ratio approximated the overall mean ratio

for the 25 colleges. The relationship between counselor to students ratio and

rate of completing is shown in Table 9.

Table 9

Actual Counselor to Day StuLants Ratio
by Percentage of Students Completing
a Two-Year Program of Study (N=21)

Counselor/Student
Ratio

Percentage of Students Completing
a Two-Year Pro ram

Total

1:450 or less
more than 1:450

less than 50%
0

8 (67%)

x
2

= 9.69**
df = 1

50% of more
9 (100%)
4 ( 33%)

9

12
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It is evident from Table 9 that colleges with less students per counselor

report higher completion rates than do colleges with more students per counselor.

Although the relationship between counselor to student ratio and rate of

completion (Table 9) is not quite as striking as the relationship between

student personnel staff to students ratio and rate of completion (Table 6),

it seems valid to conclude that the effect of the number of professional



counselors on completion contributes largely to the effect of the number of

total student personnel staff on the rate of completion.

It was hypothesized that some more general variable, characterized,

perhaps, as "concern for the individual student," might contribute to both

favorable counselor/student ratios and favorable rates of completion. One

possible measure which might tap this kind of variable would be size of the

student body. Size of day student enrollment is compared to the proportion

of students completing a program of study in two years in Table 10, Rate

of completion tends to be more favorable in smaller colleges, but not at a

statistically significant level.

Table 10

Size of Day Student Enrollment by
Percentage of Students Completing a
Two-Year Program .of Study (N=21)

Day Enrollment
Percentage of Students Completing a

Two-Year Pro ram of Study
Total

less than 50% 50% or more

less than 2000 3 (23%) 10 (77%) 13

2000 or more 5 (63%) 3 (37%) 8

/1

x
2
= 3.26

df = 1

Perhaps the size of the college, then, is related to the si of the

counselor/student ratio. These data are shown in Table 11. Alta r there

is a slight tendency for smaller colleges to have more favor _de counselor/

student ratios, and for smaller colleges to graduate a larger proportion

of students, neither of these relationships is strong enough to account for

the effect of counselor/student ratios on rate of completion. Counselor/

student ratio appears to have an effect on completion rate independent of
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size of the college, which might be an indirect measure of "concern for the

individual student."

Table 11

Actual Counselor to Day Students Ratio
by Size of Day Enrollment (N=25)

Da Enrolln_y±entCounselor to Students Ratio Total

less than 1:450 1:450 or more

less than 2000 9 (53%) 8 (47%) 17

2000 or more 3 (48%) 5 (52%) 8

21

x
2
= .52

df = 1

Summary. It is apparent that favorable student personnel staff to number

of students ratios and, more specifically, favorable counselor to number of

students ratios, are related to more favorable rates of completion in two-

year college programs. Actual counselors, as defined in the study, have

more specific professional responsibility for student decisions than do other

members of the student personnel staff. Counselors also spend more time in

personal consultation with students on academic, vocational, and personal

matters than do other members of the student personnel staff. It is logical,

then, to contribute a large proportion of the effect of student personnel

staff/students ratio on completion rate to counselor/students ratio. This

is especially true since the size of counselor/students anC student personnel

staff/students ratios are closely correlated.
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The Forgotten Student

The evening student deserves a small section exclusively to himself. Only

4.1.%m meOlnernr -t.e14-1110./Iirta TV) Aw'ro hnviee, ev nina. counselors,vee

someone witli a title designating respcnsibi14ties ii the evening division.

These four colleges had the following counselor/evening students ratios:

1:3155, 1:2499, 1:1200, and 1:105. Only one of these ratios would appear to

give a student a chance to talk seriously with a counselor. This leaves 22

of the 26 reporting colleges with no designated evening division counselors.

Stated otherwise, 2S,75b, evening stu,'Ients enrolled in colleges sarepled in

this study were reported to have no access to a counselor.

The HQ: Expert Opinion

Three of the items in the no, were open-end questions, requiring an

educated guess (or empirical data if available) from the campus coordinator.

A/though the responses to these items were eimply opinions, they were of the

nature of "ereert opinion" since al/campus coordinators were faniliar with

their college and its students.

Item 7 was: "In your jur7ement, 'ehat are the main reasons why some

students shift from one curriculum to another?" Responses to this item were

the most difficult to categorize, and this item was most often riot answered.

However, it seemed like an importaLt question. Two-1,ear college students,

perhaps more so than students in other institutions of higher learning, seem

to have considerable difficulty perservering in one program of study. This

difficulty could contribute partially to the high attrition rates.

The reasons cii;ed for cuxriculum change most often related to academic or

vocational counseling. Examples of these reasons were: "inapproprirte

career advisement; 'Unrealistic self-apptaisal;" "Little knowledge of courses



to be taken;" or simply, "Inadequate guidance." The next type of reason most

often mentioned had to do with a lack of goals or no real commitment to learn-

ing, which car', be interpreted as e lftek of connaeling. Pnvental pressure to

major in a program and the prestige of various programs were mentioned as

reasans for change in same instances, az was woidance of the draft. Inappro-

priate curriculum choice due to a lack of ability was often cited, again a

counseling slibject.

If the perceptions of the campus coordinators are correct, adequate

munseling early in the student's college career might alleviate many of the

problems related to changing from one curricnlum to another.

Item 9 was designed to elicit factors resulting in the high attrition rate

of two-year college students. "In your experience, what are the main reasons

why some students leave your college without graduating?" Again, many of the

reasons mentioned were counseling and/or other student personnel prOblems.

In order of descending frequency, these reasons were: (the frequency of

each reason is included in parentheses)

1. Poor grades (16)

2. Personal problems, generafly mentioning

narents (13)

3. Poor motivation, lack of interest, lack

of discipline (12)

4. Finances (L1)

5. Transfer to another institution, including

four-year colleges (9)

6. Marriage (7)

7. Selective Service (6)

8. Change in career goals; dissatisfaction

with curriculum (5 each)

Health, poor preparation for co1lege

received enough training for a job,

and inadequate goals all were mentioned

less than four times.
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It seems contradictory that the mist frequent reason for withdrawing from

two-year colleges before completion of a program of study s}loula_ be poor grades.

ing 4 e. 4 e.
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an area of real research need. The psychological effect of failing in a two-

year college, which offers an education to pn, could be quite serious. If

the accepted policy is to admit all students, then the policy should also be

to develop all students to the limit of their potential. What changes are

needed to reduce withdrawal due to failure?

Information about wtat happens to "dropauts" after they leave college

was requested in item 11. Almost without exception, the expected behaviors

were listed on p11 returns: (1) obtain jobs; (2) enter military service;

(3) marriage; (4) transfer to another institution; (5) return for evening

study while working. Although there was a lack of definitive data on where

students go when leaving two-year col'eges the estimates reported on the

HQ indicate that considerably mere than half the students leaving colleges

last year entered employment rather than transferring to a four-year institu-

tion. Since the type of counseling services and placement services offered

by a college need to be geared to the needs of its students, this kind of

information is most important. Institutional follow-up studies of students

leaving college should be of prime importance. The difficulty encountered

in obtaining relatively sinple follow-up data, however, indicates that this

type of study is not being conducted.

Ratings from the General questionnaire: Part I

A comparison of ratings by the three respondent grouns was conducted to

yield two-kinds of informatie:n:
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1) Differences between group evaluations

of the performance of each function.

Estimates of the extent to wilich faculty

aad sti.dents were familiar with the various

student personnel functions being perfuemed.

The ratings of each of the 23 functions in the ApDraisal of Student

Personnel Functions by each respondent grow (faculty, students, or counselors)

were put into tabular form for ease of presentation. The chi square statistic

was utilized to test the independen of ratings and group membership. Chi

square was calculated only on resDonse categories 13 2, 3, and 4. Not Per-

formed (NP) was excluded from the statistical test for two reasons. First,

a large variation in the number of individuals oetween groups responding

with "NP" was expected. The freoueno.y of NP responses far counselors, for

instance, was expected to be zero for a number of fanctions While the frequency

of NP responses by students to the same items could have been large. Second,

the NP response was defined as a non-evaluative respcnse while numbered

responses were evaluative. By excluding NS' response from the calculation of

chi square, the statistic was utilized only to test the differences between

the evaluation of each ftnction by members of each F.:row familiar with that

function.

Since counselors should be familiar with all or most of the student

personnel activities at their college, the NP frequency for counselors should

accurately indicate the extent of performance of any function. Therefore,

the difference between the NP frequency for counselors and the NP frequency

for students or faculty should be an indirect estimate of the extent to

which any function is being used by students or is affecting life on the

campus. No statistical tests of the aifTerences in frequency of NP responses

between groups were calculated.



Performance of the precollege information function was rated somewhat

higher by both faculty and counselors than by students (Table 12). Perhaps

student:,, being experienced at searching fur information about colleges, are

in a better position to realistically evaluate this function than either of

the other groups. Howev-er, 22% of the students indicated that they did not

know this function was performed at all. It would appear that these students

did not receive much information about their colleges prior to enrollment.

Table 12

Group Ratings of Precollege Information Function

-22EL, Ratin

1 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 12 (6%) 53 (29%) 96 (44%) 23 (11%) 32 (15%)

Students 38 (12%) 84 (27%) 102 (32%) 24 (8%) 69 (22%)

Counselors 8 (8%) 31 (30%) 50 (48%) 11 (10%) 1 5 (5%)

x2 = 13.17*

df 6
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o coliL.L.slit differences were found between group ratings of the appli-

cant counstating function (Table 13). All three groups were in agreement

that the performance of this function, involving the explanation of curricular

requi:ements, assisting in course selection, and other pre-enrollment advising

activitiu,s, could be improved considerably.

Table 13

Group Ratings of Applicant Consulting Function

Group Ratin

1

Faculty 21 (10%)

Students 45 (15%)

Counselors 13 (12%)

x2 = 11.57
df = 6

2 3

. 1

56 (26%) 85 (39%) 15 CM) 1 39 (18%)

98 (31%) 99 (31%) 26 (8%) ! 47 (15%)

46 (44%) 33 (31%) 7 (7%) 1 6 WO



All three groups responded about an equal proportion of time to NP for

the student registration function (leble 14). Evidently, this function is

one that everyone in a college is exposed to, but still about 5% of all

groups indicated they had no knowledge el the activity. No si fieant

differences between the group ratings of the student registration function

mere noted. Most students, counselors, and faculty felt registration was

performed in an acceptable manner.

Table 14

Groups Ratings of Student Registration Function

Grou Ratin

1 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 20 (A) 62 (29,10) 103 (48%) 18 (8%) 13 (6%)

Students 45 (14) 75 (241o) l4O (44) 43 OW 14 (4%)

Counselors 12 (i'j 28 (2710) 55 (52%) 5 (5%) 5(5%)

32

x2 = 12.28

df = 6

As shown in Table 15, counselors tended to be more critical of the per-

forman J of the academic :eegulation function than either faculty or students.

It may be that both counselors and faculty see this function as a faculty

responsibiltty. Thus, counselors interpret it as performed rather poorly

while the faculty sees it performed relatively well.

A trend in the comparative form of the response frequencies of the three

groups is evident in Table 15. Students generally showed less agreement in

their ratings of a function and were more likely to utilize extreme ratings

than either faculty or counselors. Likewise, mere students than either of the

other groups wer; apt to indicate that they do not know a function is perferaled.



Table 15

Group Ratings of Academic Regulation Function

Rating

1

33

3 NP4

Faculty 17 (8%) 67 (31%) 95 (44) 21 (10%) 16 (7%)

Students 40 (13%) 80 (25%) 121 (38%) 41 (13%)

Counselors 6 (6%) 49 (47%) 4o (38%) 7 (7%) 3 (3%)

x2 = 20.24**

= 6

The relatively large number of NP reslsonsea could be expected for some func-

tions, such as academic regulation, since many students might not have the

opportunity to be exposed to these activities as defined in the Appraisal of

Student P-trsonnel Functions. Other functions, however, are direct services

to the student. A relatively large nroportion of student NP responses would

indicate that these services were not being utilized fully by students, or,

at least, that these services were not advertised adequately to the student

body.

The :eext four fu.nctions, .:t,:dent advisement, grovo orientation, student

counseling, and career informaticn, nicht be termeci the core of the counseling

services offered to two-year college students. "Student counseling," in

particular, includes the dimensions most commonly defined as counseling

activities. These four functions, with special emphasis on "student counsel-

ing," probably yield the best global evaluation of the performance of

counseling activities found in the study.

All three groups were in close agreement in their evaluations of the

student advisement function (Table 16), with about 70% of all responses in

the fair or satisfactory categories. It is interer,ting to note that a
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considerable proportion of all groups rated the performance of student advise-

ment as entirely inadequate. It is also notable that nearly one-fourth of all

students indicated they did not know student advising was performed at their

college. Surely whatever advising services were offered were not being fully

utilized by students.

Grou

Table 16

Group Ratings of Student Advisement FUnction

Ratin

1 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 23 (11%) 65 (39%) 87 (40%) 21 (10%) 20 (9%)

Students 49 (15%) 81 (26%) 90 (28%) 25 (8%) 72 (23%)

Counselors 13 (12%) 34 (32%) 47 (45%) 6 (6%) 5 (5%)

aa06111...EMNywaga.........
x2 = 9.49

df = 6

Group orientation was rated considerably lower by counselors than by

either students or faculty. About 20% of the counselors felt the performance

cf group orientation activities was entirely inadequate. Cmversely, almost

20% of the students felt that group orientation activities were outstanding

(Table 17). Faculty members tended to moderate their ratings, generally

rating orientation as satisfactory. In this instance, at least, the profes-

sional 14rcs more critical of his own_ services than was the consumer.

Grou

Table 17

Group Ratings of Group Orientation Function

1

Faculty 18 (8%)

Students 38 (12%)

Counselors 20 (19%)

01......."
= 23.56**

df = 6

62

75

34

Ratin110

2 3

MOND.

4 NP

(29%) 88 (41%) 17 (8%) 31 (14%)

(24%) 105 (33%) 57 (18) 42 (13%)

(32%) 37 (35%) 8 (8%) 6 (6%)
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Counselors were in almost unanimous agreement that student counseling

was performed at their colleges, while a full 25% of the students said they

did not know of any counseling activities at their college (rable 18). There

must be a lack of communication between students and counselors. Moreover,

counselors rated the performance of student counseling very high, while

students felt counseling was relatively poor. Facnity ratings were, again,

between those of students and counselors. Perhaps the professional involvement

of counselors in counseling activities tends to b4.es their opinions of their

own activities. Or, it may be that students simply expect too much from

counselors. In any case, a large discrepancy in the perception of student

counseling was found 'vetween students and counselors. This area eertain1,1,r

warrants further investigation.

Table 18

Group Ratings of Student Counseling Ainction

Group Ratin

Faculty 12

Students 49

Counselors 9

1 2 3 4 NP

(6%) 64 (30%) 89 (41%) 17 (8%) 34 (16%)

(15%) 84 (27%) 82 (26%) 22 (7%) 80 (25%)

(9%) 27 (26%) 49 (47%) 19 (18%) 1 (1%)

= 33..43**

df = 6

As shown in Table 19, counselors rated performance of the career informa-

tion function less favorably than did faculty. Students seemed to be

undecided about their ratings. Students, generally, might not be concerned

about career decisions, resulting in indecision about the effectiveness of

the career information function IC this is true, counselors may be correct
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in evaluating the function poorly. Two years is not much time for a student

to gather enough meaningful data for an objective career decision. The large

percentage of both student and faculty NP responses seems vu J.Jau...LL;au

apathetic orientation toward learning about career opportunities. It may be

the counselor's role to create an awareness of the need far career information

before an effective job of collecting and disseminating this information can

be accomplished.

Grou

Table 19

Group ratings of Career Information

Ratin
1.11=0.111161.

1 2

raculty 17 (8%) 51 (25%)

Students 40 (13%) 71 (22%)

Counselors 21 (20%) 38 (36%)

3 4 NP

79 (37%) 21 (M%) 45 (21%)

80 02A 42 (13%) 84 (27%)

88 (31%) 8 (8%) 5 (5%)

x2 = 17.15**
df = 6

If Audent advisement, group orientation, student counseling, and career

information are representative of counseling activities in two-year colleges,

there was little agreement on the evaluation of these activities. Counselors

agpeared more defensive when the description of the activity related to their

"professional identity." Thus, counselors rated student counseling fairly

high while students rated it low. However, when the activity was not defined

in terms of "professional counseling," but still was a counselor (or at least

a guidance) responsibility, counselors were more critical of their performance

than were the other two groups. The large proportion of students, and of

faculty, responding to the "Not Performed" category of these basic counsel-

ing activities seems to indicate that counselors are failing to reach out

on the campus with information about available services.
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The fLiancial aids function was evaluated positively by 01 three groups

(Table 20). Students rated financial aids relatively lower than faculty or

counselors, but overall the function seems to be performed satisfactoilly.

Table 20

Group Ratings of Financial Aids Function

Group

Faculty

Students

Counselors

2 3 1.. NP

25 (12%) 101 (47%) 47 (22%)

52 (16%) 1o4 (33%) 91 (29%)

15 (14%) 56 (53%) 27 (26%) 1

x2 = 14.19*

df = 6

36 (17%)

56 (18%)

4 (4%)

Vorraeraws...........nsan,NOP.rimmr.ansemeoresaminwax.1.
2111.001111

Placement (Table 21), arid student self-government (Table 22) were both

evaluated similarly by all three groups. Most individuals felt placement was

performed satisfactorily, while a larger proportion of respondents ra-bed

student self-government as poor or fair. The large proportion of students

showing no knowledge of the placement function is probably due to a lack of

contact with placement services until completion of a program of study. This

figure, however, may reflect the lack of concern about career decisions noted

earlier.

Grou

Table 21

Group Ratings of Placement Function

1 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 9 (4%) 51 (24%) 72 (33%) 38 (18%) 46 (21%)

Students 22 (7%) 44 (14%) 91 (29%) 47 (15%) 113 (36%)

Counselors 12 (11%) 26 (25%) 41 (39%) 18 (17%) 8 (8%)

x2 = 7.86
df = 6



Table 22

Group Ratings of Student Self-Government FUnction

Grou

1

Faculty 25 (12%)

Students 57 (18%)

Counselors 13 (12%)

67

74

30

2 3

(31%) 74

(23%) 107

(29%) 49

38

(3)4%)

(3)4%)

(47%)

4 NP

16 (7%) 34 (16%)

28 (9%) 51 (16%)

10 (10%) 3 (3%)

x = 9.ol
df = 6

Administration of co-curricular activities was rated high by counselors

and relatively layer by students (Table 23). It is difficult to interpret

what this pattern might mean without probing into particular aspects of

activities programs. It could be that well-planned, well-supervised programs

do exist, and counselors rate them high. Students, though, may feel that the

programs are poor for the very reasons counseJelvs evaluate them highly. It

seems evident, however, that existing activities do not satisfy students,

expecially since 20% indicated no knowledge of sulh programs.

Table 23

Group Ratings of Co-Curricular Activities FUnction

Grou Ratin

Faculty 20

Students 46

Counselors 6

1

(9%) 63

(O%) 85

(6%) 35

2 3 4

(29%) 82 (38%) 19 (9%)

(27%) 94 (30%) 29 0%)

(33%) 44 (42%) 18 (17%)

x2 = 14.21*
df = 6

NP

32 (15%)

63 (20%)

2 (2%)

All groups tended to think the social regulation function WAS being per-

formed satisfactorily (Table 2)4).
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Table 24

Group Ratings of Social Regulation Function

Ratin

Faculty 18

Students 33

Counselors 5

x2 = 12
df = 6

39

2 3 4 NP

(19%) lio (51%) 20 (9%) 27 (13%)

(19%) 126 (40%) 46 (15%) 51 (16%)

(29%) 54 (51%) 13 (12%) 3 (3%)

Student induction activities were evidently not performed at nany colleges,

as indicated by a fairly large proportion of NP responses from all groups

(Cable 25). There may have been some difficulty in the interpretation of this

function, however, since it mras defined similarly to group orientation. The

overall pattern of evaluations would indicate this, since each group responded

in a similar nanner to both fUnctions. Counselors tended to evaluate induc-

tion activities as poor to fair, while faculty and studentssaw these activi-

ties as fair to satisfactory.

Grou

Table 25

Group Ratings of Student Induction Function

Ratin

1

Faculty 15 (7%)

Students 35 (11%)

Counselors 18 (17%)

2

64 (3o%)

86 (27%)

33 (31%)

3 4

73 (3146) 15 (7%)

77 (24%) 36 (l%)

36 (34%) 7 (7%)

13.44*
df 6

NP

49 (23%)

83 (26%)

11 (10%)

Housing and health service functions were not classed as "basic" two-

year college student personnel functions in the Raines (1965) study. Raines
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treated these functions as part of a special services unit which would tend

to develop in larger, more mature student personnel programs. The two-year

college consultants for this study urged that both housing and health func-

tions be included as basic functions because these functions were presenting

current problems.

As shown in Table 26, all three groups tended to feel that the health

service function was performed satisfactorily. A large proportion of students

and faculty, however, indicated that they were not familiar with any health

services at their college. The extremely large proportion NP responses from

all groups on the housing function shows that this functLin was not being

performed at many colleges (Table 27). Of the individuals evaluating this

function, students rated It slightly lower than either faculty or counselors.

Perhaps students feel a need for more services in this area.

Table 26

Group Ratings of Health Service Function

Group Ratin

1 2 3 4 c NP

Faculty 18 (8%) 24 (11%) 91 (42%)

Students 27 (9%) 58 (18%) 103 (32%)

Counselors 6 (6%) 22 (21%) 45 (43%)

38 (18%) 45 (21%)

62 (20%) 67 (21%)

24 (23%) 8 (8%)

x2 = 9.78

df = 6

Table 27

Group Ratings of Housing Function

Group Rating

FacUlty

Students

Counselors

......

1 2

16 (7%) 26 (12%)

29 (9%) 39 (12%)

14 (13%) 10 (10%)

65

70

D7

3 4

(30%) 17 (8%)

(22%) 42 (13%)

(35%) 6 (6%)

x2

df = 6

NP

92 (43%)

137 (43%)

38 (36%)
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The remaining functions on the Appraisal of Student Personnel FUnctioLJ

were addressed only to counselors and faculty members. The nature of these

functions was such that most students would be unfamiliar with them. The

ratings of these fUnctions by counselors and faculty are shown in Tables 28,

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34. Only one of these comparisons revealed a signif-

icant difference between the evaluations of counselors and faculty.

Table 28

Group Ratings of Applicant Appraisal Function

Grou Ratin

1 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 15 (7%) 40 (19%) 86 (40%) 21 (10%) 54 (25%)

Counselors 9 (9%) 21 (20%) 48 (46%) 9 (9%) 18 (17%)

x2 = 0.44
di' = 3

Table 29

Group Ratings of Educational Testing Function

Group Ratin

1 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 22 (10%) 58 (27%) 68 (3l%) 12 (6%) 56 (26%)

Counselors 24 (23%) 33 (31%) 31 (30%) 2 (2%) 15 (14%).

10111...^....1maulnywy1
x2 = 9.03

df = 3

Table 30

Group Ratings of Personnel Records Function

Grou Ratin

1 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 23 (11%) 63 (29%) 63 (29%) 7 (3%) 60 (28%)

Counselors 22 (24) 43 (41%) 33 (34) 2 (2%) 5 (5%)

VOW-*006.0.611....4..111..W...01w.M.MoVa.M.NI/e1,
x2 = 3.88
df = 3



Table 31

Group Ratings of Program Artiaulation Faaction

Grou- Ratin

1 2 3 4 NP

(7%) 46 (21%)

(9%) 5 (5%)

Pn(Allty 29 (1_., 6)4 C30%) 62 (29%) 15

Counselors 16 (15%) 30 (29%) 45(43%) 9

x- = 2.26

df = 3
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Table 32

Group Ratings of In-Service Education Fanation

Grau Ratin

1 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 38 (18%) 62 (29%) 41 (19%) 14 (6%) 61 (28%)

Counselors 26 (25%) 31 (30%) 26 (25%) 6 (6%) :.6 (15%)

so14030400011.01111

x2 = 1.39

di = 3

Group

Table 33

Group Ratings of Program Evaluation Fanction

Ratin

-L 2 3 4 NP

Faculty 41 (19%) 6o (28%) 35 (16%) 13 (6%) 67 (31%)

Counselors 28 (27%) 32 (30%) 24 (23%) 5 (5%) 16 (15%)

x2 = 1.55
di = 3

Table 34

Group Ratings of Administrative Organization Fanction

Group Rati

1 2 3

Faculty 20 (9%) 62 (29%) 69 (32%) 10 (5%) 55 (25%)

Counselors 22 (21%) 30 (29%) 37 (35%) 8 (K) 8 (8%)

x2 1 5.58

df = 3

_A



"Plducational testing was rated sumewhatlowerby counselors than by facul-

ty (Table 29). The rerformances of the personnel records, in-service

education, program evaluation, and admin.,strativo organization functions

were all rated extremely 1ow The position of these items, toward the end of

Part I of the questionnaire, may have had an effect on responses. It is

doubtftl, however, that a position-bias could account entirely for the poor

evaluations of these functions. These functions could all be characterizei

as administrative and/or developmental. If the evaluations of the functions

are accurate, it would be correct to conclude that student personnel organi-

zations are probably not administered with dynamic leadership. Nor are they

enphasizing self-evaluation and self-correction with concurrent efforts to

change the organization and services to meet immediate or future needs of

the institution.

Summary

it is evident from an examination of the NP responses to Rll functions

tnat overall there is quite a gap between the student personnel functions

counselors say are offered and the student personnel functions students and

faculty think are offered. Whether this is actually a credibility gap, or

simply implies the need for better educative functions by student personnel

workers is not answerable from the resuits of this stuay. The relationship

between knowledge of services available and use of those services should be

a fruitfUl area for future research.

Of the 16 student personnel functions evaluated by factity students,

and counselors, there was statisticelly significant disagreement betueen the

evaluations of the three groups on nine fanctions. Generally, the widest



variation was between students and counselors. Faculty members were usually

more nearly in agreement with counselorsthan wIth students. The similarity

nf faculty and counselor ratings was illustrated by the ratings of the

final seven items, where only one function was evaluated different.Ly by the

two groups.

These findings suggest that the de'ign and evaluation of student person-

nel services in two-year colleges should take the viewmint of students into

consideration. There is no way to determine which group coerectly evaluated

a function when evaluations differed, and it may be that cr5teria of perform-

ance can only be established from a personal or group frame of reference.

Nevertheless, services which reflect only the professional's point of view

may be ineffective or evea irrelevant to what students really need.

Part II: Relative Frequency of Student Problems

It was hypothesized that faculty, students and counse

different perceptions of the occurrenceof student probler

ight have

this were

true, there could be discrepancies in the types of counseling services

deeded and the types of services actually offeyed by counselors.

The mean rating for each type of student problem by respondent group

is shown in Table 35. Subjects were instructed to rank seven kinds of' stu-

dent problems from the most common (1) in their college to the least common

(7) in their college.

Mean ranks of problems were nearly the same for all tt.ree groups. The

nurbers in parentheses in Table 35 show the rank of each item in terms of the

mean for each group. It was expected that mixed or combination problems

category would be rated first, and it was by counselors. Scholastic-

adjustment problems, however, were ranked highest by faculty and students,



Table 35

Mean Rank of Frequency of
Student Problems by Groups

arnnp MAon

Problem

Educational-Planning

Financial

Health

Nixed or Codbination

Scholastic-Adjustment

Social-Emotional

Vocational

111111111.10..11/11.....

Ram.1*....ammaIllr

Faculty

3.787 (3)

4.388 (6)

6.45-3 (7)

2.843 (2)

2.035 (1)

4.332 (5)

4.064 (4)
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Students

3.254 (3)

3.895 (5)

6.329 (7)

3.092 (2)

2.751 (1)

4.674 (6)

3.879 (4)

Counselors

3.400 (3)

4.714 (6)

6.810 (7)

2.229 (1)

2.600 (2)

4.086 (5)

4.029 (4)

with mixed problems next. Scholastic adjustment problems were perceived as

second most frequent by counselors.

All groups rated edutaIlon planning problems third and vocational

problems fourth in frequency of occurrenea Students saw financial problems

fifth most frequent, and social-enotional problems sixth. Faculty and

counselors reversed the importance of these problems. There was strong

agreement that health problens are the leae common among two-year college

students.

To the extant that these rankings, supported by general agreement among

groups, reflect the actuel occurrence of student prOblems the priorities of

need for srecific student personnel services can be implied fram the assigned

ranks.

Part III: Attitude Toward Counseling and Counseling Services

Part III included six opinion items designed to measure general opinions

toward counseling. The items and alternative responses are shown in Appendix

A. It was felt that opinions toward counseling would reflect th,:l affective
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evaluation of counseling and counselors, which might be different than the

Part I evaluations of the performance of specific student personnel functions

including counseling. Noreaver, opinions toward counseling might indicate

(1) the extent to which students would use counseling services, and (2) the

extent of support counselors might expect from the faculty.

Responses to Item I are shown in Table 36. Students and faculty were

in agreement that professional guidance and counseling services are important

to many students, with a majority responding that these services are essential.

Counselors, as expected, felt that professional services are essential.

Table 36

Opinion About Special Guidance and Counseling Services
for Two-Year College Students

Gro= Oisinion

Unnecessary Miniman Important Essential Total

Faculty 1 (0.5%) 11 (5%) 76 (36%) 125 (59%) 213

ctudents 4 (1% ) 5 (2%) 119 (39%) 181 (59%) 309

Counselors 0 (0% ) 1 (1%) 27 (26%) 76 (73%) 1047s-
la.aryeaweamomaftyomeawesmx.ragaro.sesewasm...

x? = 15.75**
df = 6

Counselors were in almost unanimous agreement that the functions of the

counseling staff should not be taken aver by the faculty (r,fble 37). Almost

one-quarter of the faculty wid an unexpected 37% of students felt that the

faculty should assume counseling activities. It might be that th r. students

with unfavorable opinions were sensitive to the'group differences in ranking

the most important student problems (rable 35). Students and faculty both

clearly 2erceived scholastic-adjustment problems as the most frequent among

two-year college students. Counselors: however, say mixed or combination
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problems which include scholastic-adjustment problems as mell as social-

emotional, health, financial, or other combinations as the most important.

Students may find that faculty members are more apt to deal with the actual

problen, scholastic, mhile counselors tend to deal mith "ipsythological causes"

of problems.

Grou

Table 37

Should Functions of the Counseling Staff

by Assumed by- the Faculty?

aoinion

Yes No Total

Faculty 51 (24%) 159 (76%) 210

Students 114 (37%) 192 (63%) 306

Counselors 4 ( 4%) 100 (96%) 104

.....swomooRy.,.01.00..1111./IralIMAI0.460101.0M1111.1.110....IMMUINIL

x2 = 66.02**
df = 2

About three-fourths of both counselors and faculty felt that counselors

and the teaching faulty are equally well qualified for their respecttve jobs

(Table 38), mith a higher proportion of counselors than faculty saying that

couulors are better aualified. One-fourth of the students, counselcrs'

severest critics, felt that counselors are not as well qualified as the teach-

ing faculty.

Grou

Table 38

Comparison of the Competence of
Counselors and Faculty

Counselors are:

Not as Well
Ttepared

Faculty 30 (15%)

Students 77 (26%)

Counselors 6 ( 6%)

About as Well
Prepared

151 (7%)

178 (63)

74 (73%)

Better
Qualified Total

17 ( 9%) 198

39 (13%) 294

22 (224) 102

5§7-

x2 = 32.12**
df = 4
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The counselors' perceptual bias was particularly evident when asked how

students feel about going to see a counselor (Table 39). Only 24% of the

councelors co4A iqulf st 12dents do not feel free to see a counselor or do not

know a counseling service is available. In cnntrast, 60% of the students and

50% ol the faculty felt that many students would not see a counselor. A

discrepancy of this size in the perception of student feelings must have an

influence on both the services offered by counselors and the use of these

services by students.

Groun

Table 39

Haw do Students Feel About Going to a Counselor?

inion

Faculty

Students

Counselors

.4.14.

Most dc not
Know* About

22 (11%)

46 (15%)

9 ( 9%)

Many do not
Feel Free

77 (39%)

137 (45%)

15 (15%)

x2 - 55.12 **

df = 6

Most All Feel

Feel Free Free

85 (43%) 16 ( 8%)

84 (28%) 36 (12%)

69 (67%) 10 (10%)

Total

200

303

103

The bias of counselors was again noted when asked how much help students

feel they have received from a counselor. Almost 40% of the counselors

thought students genersily feel that they have received a lot of help from

a counselor (Table 40), while only about 20% of students and faculty responded

similarly.

Inspite of some disagreement with the counselors aver the efficacy of

their services, students and faculty did not feel that counseling services

should be reduced (Table 41). However, counselors once more seemed to over-

evaluate the need for their services, with almost 90% responding that

counseling services should be increased contrasted to only about two-thirds
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Table 40

Amount of alp Students Feel Tney Receive

Group Students feel The Received:

No Help
0....._ 13....-2_.
ovule J..=.Ly A, Y--,t of Help Tcyba

Faculty 6 (3%) 154 (79%) 34 (18%) 194

Students 19 (6%) 215 (72%) 65 (22%) 299

Counselors 0 (a%) 65 (63%) 38 (37%) 103

x? = 22.11xx
df = 4

Table 41

Amount of Professional Counseling Services

Services Should be:

Reduced

Faculty L. (2%)

Students 1 ((*)

Counselors 3 (3%)

Will..11.01111..110.111.11/..1.011.11011WeVOI111010.111110100

Kegt be Same Increased Total

64 (31%) 138 (67%) 206

101 (33%) 204 (67%) 306

11 (10%) 93 (87%) _107
.63-7§.-

= 25.02**
d.f=1i

of faculty and students in this category. Even though there was this

discrepancy, i, should be noted that an overall two-thirds vote for increas-

ing counseling services expresses quite a strong sentiment from the consuming

nublic.

Summary. Overall, the opinions expressed about counseling by sli three

respondent groups were very favorable. There were significant differences in

manner of responding between the groups on all opinion items. Counselors made

the most pos:Itive evaluation of counseling and counselors in a-0 cases.

Students generally were the most negative. It appeared that counselors had
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a "perceptual bias" to view their services as more important and successful

than did other groups. This bias could possibly lead to an unrealistic

administration and evaluation of counseling at any given college.

Faculty aad Student Response Patterns

The characteristics of the student and faculty samples responding to the

questionnaire are described in Appendix C, The student sample vas comprised

of a majority of full-time students, probably due to the difficulty campus

coordinators had in contacting evening or part-time students. About equal

numbers of students indicated that they were in technical-occupational and

general-transfer majors. However, 74% of these students intended to transfer

to a four-year college. Almost three-fourths of the students lived at home.

A large proportion had seen a counselor for personal counseling amd/or testing.

A note of the faculty sample is appropriate at this point also. General-

ly, the sa:mele conforms to the expected pattern of characteristics. There

was, as'af..n, a smaller percentage of return from evening and paiet-time

instructors. The surprising result, however, was the amount of teaching

exterieree cf the responding faculty. Less than half of the faculty had

three years experience at their present college, but 73% indicated

that they had more than three years total teaching experience. It would be

interesting tc investigate the ceseer patterns of two-year college faculty

nembers.

Responses to the Appraisal of Student Personnel Functions and to the

Attitude items were cross tabulated for all of the Personal Data Sheet

characteristics. This analysis was conducted to examine the general form of

responses with the hope that some characteristics affecting evaluations of

student personnel services might be identified.
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Only those characteristics which consistently differentiated responses

will be discussed, since the large number of comparisons conducted tended to

increase the probability of finding a statistically significant relationship

between variables. In addition, it often happened that one or more categories

of a characteristic included only a very small proportion of the total sample,

resulting in serious questions about the representativeness of the responses

of those individuals. For instance, 'when student status, full-time, part-

time, or eveniag, was considered, only ten students were in the part-time

category. The responses of these ten students could hardly be taken as

representative of aLl pert-time students in New York two-year colleges.

Student status, however, was one characteristic which consistently

differentiated students. Almost without exception, evening students evaluated

the performance of student personnel functions much lcer than did full-time

students. In addition, the proportion of evening students indicating that

they did not know a function was performed was consistently larger than the

Ioroloortion of full-time students. On the attitude items, Ee-ening students

were more often in favor of increased counseling services, and a majority

indicated that the faculty should replace counselors. It seems quite evident

that evening students feel they are not receiving the benefit of available

student personnel services.

Whether a student was in his first or second year of college had little

effect on responses except on the placement function. About 70% of the first

year students did not know about the performance of a placement function.

Only 34%, still a sizable proportion, of second-Tear stldents checked NP in

regard to placement. Contiguity to a decision point seems to effect familiar-

ity with sources of data about that decision.
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It might be hypothesized that need for infore.ation motivates seeking

behavior. Several differences in attitude which were found tend to support

this hypothesis. Students in a technical-occupational major generally felt

that counseling services are important to many stvdents who have problems

serious enough to interfere with college work. Those students in a general-

transfer curriculum, however, endorsed the statement that counseling services

are essential get the maximum benefit from college. Likewise, technical-

occupational students were dbout evenly split in opinion aver the issue of

the faculty assuming the functions of the counseling staff. General-transfer

students emphatically said that the faculty should not assume counseling

functions. It might be surmised that technical-occupational students can get

needed information from faculty members, but transfer students have to rely

on counselors for data mertaining to ability, choiee of four-year institution,

and other transfer concerns.

Similar differences were noted between students indicating that t ay were

or were not planning to transfer to a ftur-year college. About two-thirds

of the students ple.nnir: to transfer felt that the faculty should not assume

counseling functions. Nen-tranefer students mere about evenly split on this

item. The other iteel differentiating transfer and non-transfer students

dealt with counselor competence. Students intending to transfer sald counselors

are about an well prepared as the teadhing faculty, Almost one-third of the

non-transfer students felt counselors were not as well prepared as the faculty.

Perhaps counselors are not as well prepared to furnish information relevant

to decisions of non-transfer student as are the faculty in occupational areas.

This evidence illustrates a need for a study of decision-information

dimensions and sources in the two-year college setting.
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Place of residence also consistently differentiated the responses of

students. Generpry, students who indicated that they lived at home were

much less well-informed about student personnel services and tended to

evaluate the ones with which thay were familia- lower than aid studeni'; who

lived away from home. Again, it seemed that students living at home simply

did not ha:ve a "need to know" about many student personnel services. Examples

of functions with a large prnportion of NP responses from students living at

home were: precollege information, group orientation, career information,

student self-government, co-curricular acttvities, health service, and

housing. Attending college while living at home appears tc be a work-week,

eight-hour-per-day concern. It would be interesting to compare the outcomes

of the two-year college experience between students who live at home and those

who live away from home during the educational experience. It covld be

hypothesized that living away from home would contribute mnre to the develop-

ment of the student.

Other trends in responses which were found could generally be expected.

One trend, though, could be significan'.. Students who have utilized counsel-

ing services evaluate the performance of student personnel functions more

positively and have more positive attitudes toward counseling than students

who have not utilized counseling services. This response patteln has impli-

cations about the effects of counseling quite different than if the pattern

had been more counseling, then more negative evaluations. Exposure to counsel-

ing in some form at least seems to lead to favorable attitudinal changes

It was found that the longer students stay in college, the more likely

they are to have seen a counselor. Ltrewise, full-time stuaents were much

r,.

more likely to have seen a counselor than were Tvening students. Unerpectedly,
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it was foand thet a larger proportion of technical-occupational major students

lived away from home than did general-transfer major students. Perhaps tech-

nical programs, being more specialized, are not as readily available in one/s

own community as a general-transfer currieulum.

None of the facull.y personal characteristics consistently difLerentiatec

response patterns. The characteristic which most often was related to type

of response was total teaching experience. Those individuals with ten or

more years of experience tended to evaluate the performance of student person-

nel functions lower than did individuals with less experience. Likewise,

instructors with less than three years of experience were more :likely to

have no knowledge of the pezeformance of student personnel functions.

Inventory of Counseling Services

The Inventory of Counseling Services was administered to counselors to

obtain their evaluation of 22 specific counseling activities and an estimate

of the extent to which these activities were being performed in two-year

colleges. A summary of responses to each item is presented in Table 42.

Table 42

Summary of Responses to the
Inventory of Counseling Services (N=1I1)

.0.0.0.1,110.......1011.1M11......Y1100110111114.1111104111M111.01.1r AWSMOINIIII..1...111...0011VARIA.001111.4/1

1. Interpretation of standardized admission tests to beginning

students to assist in planning their academic programs.

NP

Ftequency: 41 (37%)

1 2 3 4

16 (14%) 25 (23%) 24 (22%) 5 ( 5%)

2. Administration and interpretation of diagnostic tests for basic

scholastic skills, such as reading, writing, and mathematics.

NP 1 2 3

Frequency: 23 (21%) 23 (21%) 30 (27%) 30 (27%) 5 ( 5%)
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(Table 42 cont.)

3. Administration and interpretation of interest tests.

NP 2 3 4

Frequency: 25 (23%) 11 (10%) 24 (22%) 43 (39%) 8 ( 7%)

4. Use of tests for special vocational skills, such es mechanical
aptitude or dexterity tests.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 63 (57%) 14 (13%) 19 (17%) 13 (12%) 2 ( 2%)

5. Conducting special studies for the =pose of improving
servic..es to students, to tF,-.! faculty, or to the college,

N2 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 28 (25%) 26 (23%) 28 (25%) 28 (25%) 1 ( r/o)

6c Administration and interpretation of general ability or
intelligence tests.

NP 1 2 3 4

39 (351%) 13 (12%) 23 (21%) 29 (26%) 7 ( 6%)Frequency:

7. Administration and interpretation of personality terts.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 47 (42%) 18 (16%) 17 (15%) 26 (23) 3 ( .230

8. Explanation of admission requirements and furnishing informa-
tion about the college to individuals or groups.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 11 (10%) 11 (10%) 11 (10%) 57 (51%) 21 (19%)

9. Orientation to the campus and to college life.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 6 ( 5%) 12 (11%) 29 (26%) 50 (45%) 14 (13%)

55

--.011.0
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10. Interpretation of course and scholastic Tequirements for ppr-

ticular academic progrars.

NP _I 2 3 -,
1,

il (la%) 7 t 6%, 33 (30%) 59 (45%) 10 ( 94)
Frequency:

U. Help with t:ourse selection for students transferring to r, four-

year institution.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 13 (12%) 9 ( 8%) 19 (17%) 54 (43%) 16 (14%)

12. Instruction in study skills, either with groups or individual

students.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 14 (13%) 25 (23%) 35 (32%) 24 (22%) 13 (12%)

13. Interpretation oV skills and special abilities needed for

particular occupations.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 18 (16%) 14 (13%) 38 (34%) 34 (31%) 7 ( 6%)

14. Providing occupational information such as books, temphlets,

statistics, and the local and national employment outlook.

2 3 4

Frequency: 10 ( 9%) 16 ( 14%) 31 ( 28%) 39 (35%) 15 (14%)

Help with personal--social--emotional problems.

NP 1 2 3

Frequency: 6 ( 5%) 1 ( 1%) 15 (14%) 70 (63%)

16. Clarification of velues, attitudes, personal goals, etc.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 11 (lo%) 4 ( 4%) 26 (23%) 55 (50%) 15 (14%)

4

19 (irr%)
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17. Assisting students with financial prOblems to find grants, part-
time jobs, or loans, and to properly manage their finances.

NP 1 2 3 4

Frequency: 7 ( 6%) 2 (25%) 12 (11%) 63 (57%) 27 (24%)

18. Referral for remedial heln with basic scholastic skills.

Frequenc7.

NP

8 ( 7%)

1 2

17 (15%) 44 (406) 32 (29%)

19. Liaison with both high schools and four-year colleges so
students interested in transferring will have the necessary
information to plan for program requirements.

NP 1 2

Frequency: 11 (10%) 15 (14%) 23 (21%)

3 4

46 (41%) 16 (14%)

20. Liaison with local business and industry epp
tives and state employment service.

NP

Frequency: 11 (10%)

1 2

14 (13%) 32 (29%)

loyment representa-

3 4

41 (37%) 13 (12%)

21. Utilizing the services of a mental health clinic or other
professional services for more severe personal problems.

NP 1

Frequency: 13 (12%) 14 (13%)

2 3 4

22 (20%) 43 (39%) 19 (17%)

22. Use of a psychometrist for intensive testing.

NP 1 2 3 li.

Frequency: 80 (72%) 10 ( 9%) 6 ( 5%) al (a.o%) 4 ( 4%)
.swWM.%ft.r6.1i.et..ow...

There was a detectable pattern in the activities which a large proportion

of counselors said were not performed on their campuses. Generally, the

appraisal functions, inTo1ving administration and interpretation of different
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types of testing instruments, including the emploment of a psychometrist,

were reported to bc not performed at a large numoer of colleges. It also

appeared that a large number of student personnel staffs fail to appraise

themselves by conducting studies of their services.

The activities which were evaluated as most poorly performed were, again,

most of the appraisal or testing item, including institutional studies and

the interpretation of skills for particular occupations. Instruction in

study skills and referral for help with stud;y skills were also evaluated as

poorly performed.

Educational advising activities, such as help with cotzise selection for

transfer to a foar-year college, explanation of admission requiremeilts, and

interpretation of course and scholastic requiremients, were generall seela to

be well rerformed. Other well-evaluated activities (not necessarily "cowisel-

ing" in nature) were financial aids and orientation. The most bigl-V

evaluated activities were those describing a person-to-person counseling

situation: clarification of goals and values, and particularly, help with

personal social-emotional problems. When the previously noted bias in

counselors perceptions of their own professional activity is considered, it

is questionable vhether the counselor is really as effective in dealing with

"personal" problems as he claims he is.

Descriptian of the Two-Year College Counselor

The Inventory of Staff Resources (Appendix D) yielded a rather compre-

hensive description of t_a typical counselor employed in a New York State

two-year college. He is a mobile (about two and one-half years per job),

well-educated (mean of 48 graduate hours) individual who spends about 73% of

his work tine in counseling activities and probably came to his present posi-

tion from a high school teaching or counseling background.
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Counselors seem to change positions frequently and to have relatively

little experience in their present position (mean number of years, 2.26).

Career routes 'x) connsellnr4 positions in two-year colleges were varied. How.-

ever large /lumber of counf- elors reported that their last position and/or

the position prior to that one was in a high school. The second most fre-

quent route to the counselors' position appears to be from four-yepr college

student personnel wprk. Few counselors appear to have had extensive

experience in two...year colleges, either 4n counseling (mean years in two-year

college student personnel work, 2.98), teaching (mean years, 0.92), or

administration (mean Nears, 0.20). Conversely, hard.ly any of the counselors

in the study were recently in graduate school. The 'owo positions prior to

the counselors' present position are examined in Table 43.

Table 43

Career Patterns of Two-Year College Counselors

Frequency of
Second Most

Positiop

Frequency of
Third Most

Recent Position

High School Teacher 15 21

High School Counselor 15 17

Two-Year College Student Personnel 17 3

Two-Year College instructor 2 0

Four-Year College Student Personnel 14 9

Four-Year College Instructor

Business-Industry

Graduate Student

Government

Other

Mean Years in Position

1

2

6

0

2.58

2

5

2

0

52

2.68
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Only seven of the counselors responding were in a part-time position.

The average amount of work time spent in self-defined counseling activities

was 73.5%. Of100 individuals relpsonding to item 13, 90 classified themselves

as professional student personnel workers, six felt they were not professional

student personnel workers, and four were unsure. Taese data imply a strong

professional identification among counselors and indicate that professional

time is being well, but not fully, utilized.

Quite extensive information about length of exnerience .112 different

educational settings wa.s collected. To conserve space, not a1 of this

information will be reviewed. Litae eeperience in administration at azy

level was represented in the sample. The largest wrerage number of years of

exnerience resulted from employment in student personnel work in two-yea::

colleges. Elementary-secondary school teaching, however, was the position

representing the second largest number of years of exnerience with elementary-

secondary student personnel work third. If the instrument had been more

precise, mcst of this experience would probably have been identified at the

secondary level. The average number of years in educational work of all

tnes for all counselors was 8.o8.

It appears that counselors often become interested in educational and

counseling concerns as collegc undergraanates. This is true if the kinds

of course-work tahen is an indicat.ion of interest. Counselors reported means

of 13 semester credits in education, 12 semester credits in psychology, and

21 semester credits in other social sciences. Undergraduate programs includ-

ing this pattern of courses should well prepare future counselors for graduate

yrrk.
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The masters degree vas the most conmon level of academic preparation.

The counselor sample included 10 doctorates, 79 masters, atAd 13 bachelors

degrees, representing an average of Y7,75 graduate semester credits. Tae

most common graduate -preparation fer counselors utlz a mjer ir r!nnngel-ti:f and

guidance (Tables 44). It was often difficiat to separnte individuals reporting

a graduate major in educational counseling and guidance, probably designed fo-

secondary school guidance persornel, fran those reporting a counseling

psychology major. The classification system utilizea, however, was probably

accurate. Both the type of degree and name of the major were criteria of

classifieation.

Talc, 44

Graluate Maiors of Counselors

0.61,,,..../0.41:410

L1Pr
Sociology 1

PsyehAogy 5

Student Pey..sonnel 32

Education

Counseling and Guidance 51

Other 5

About two-thirds of the counselors reported a supervised practicum

experience during their graduate program, with an average of 4.15 semester

credits. The typical practicum setting was in a four-year college or university

(N=36), with secondary schools the next most frequent (N=19). Few counselors

bad experienced a supervised practicum in a two-year college (N=6) before

they were hired. The practicum experience most often emphasized supervised

counseling (N=45). Six individuals reported a practicum devoted
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about equIlly to covnselins and other student personnel services. Student

personnel services other than counseling comprised 16 of the practicum experi-

ences reported. An investigation of the effects of the setting and primary

emphesis of the practicum experience on counnling skills would be appropriate.

Is a counselor more effective if his caduate training incleAes a practicum

experience similar in significant dimensions to the position lie will hold

following graduation? What are these "significant dimensions?"

Each counseleve yas asked to indicate if he had taken graduate courses in

selected areas. No measurement of the amountofwork in an area WAS attempted.

It was hoped that an estimate of the types of experiences comprising counselor

training programs could be obtained by the checklist procedure. The frequency

of selected subjects in graduate work is presented in Table 45.

Tble 45

Distribution of Graduate Course Work (r4=112)

Number (Percentaae) of Counselors

Who had a Course

Counseling Interview
92 (8"4,%)

Clinical Testing
113 (3V;10)

Educational Testing
86 (77%)

Group Guidance (includes

group dynamics)

75 (68%)

Occupational Information
14 (67%)

Research Methodology (includes

statistics, theses)

30 (72%)

Other Student Personnel and
52 (16%)

Guidance

Occupational Education
38 (34%)

Higher Education
53 (48%)

Other Education
47 (42%)

Cognate Courses (psychology,

sociology, anthropology)

86 (77%)
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It can be seen that counselor training programs are varied. Most of the

counselors(83%) had a course of soma tyTe ia interviewing, jia edu,:ational

testing (77%), and in a cognate area (77). Other than these areas, there

l'as riot much in common in the graduate education of counselors included in

this study.

Moreover, there appears to be little effort expended by the two-year

colleges to provide any training for counselors after they are bired. If it

could be assumed that the typical counselor i a qualified professional

possessing all the skills necessary for any duty he may be assigned, then

thelbe might be a justification for little in-service training. The results

of this study, however, make this assumption indefensible. It seems that

the individual college should assume some reanonsibility far training an

individual for the specific revirements of a narticuj ,r position. Only 19%

of the counselors had any on-the-job training in any two-year college where

they have been employed.

Item 30 of the Inventory asi.iled for an evaluation of graduate expe.rierces.

Part one asked "In relationship to your current job assigrment--What were the

most significant graduate experiences or coarses?" Responses were (in descend-

ing order of the number of times listed):

Testing course;:, (all troes, r;enerally indicatin

applied testing)

Practicum or intern experience 31

J-1

Counseling theory courses 2)4

Counseling techniques courses

Psychology courses 14

Research methods and statistics courses 13

Group dynamics courses, sensitivity training 13

Administration courses, including higher education

and student personnel 9
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Occupational information courses 8

Sociology courses 5

Guidance courses 3

Personal contact with professors 2

Part two of item 30 asked "What were the least helpful graduate experi-

eines or courses?" Fewer individuals responded to this questions, and some

of the responses were the same as experiences mentioned as most significan4-,

The design of a particular learning experience and the nature of the current

job assigrmani sholfid be considered in these adoivalent cases. Responses

were (again in descending order of requency):

Occupational-vocational information courses 25

General education courses 14

Research methods and statistics courses 9

Administration courses, including r .dent personnel

Philosophy of education 8

Tests and measurements 8

Guiaance courses 6

Group dynamics; Sociology, Practicium 1 each

Several counselors mentioned graduate education in the "comments" section

also. Afew of the more common comments are summarized below:

"more course work on the community college and in group

dynamics (sensitivity training)."

"many initial anxieties would have been lessened if I had had

more counseling exprxience and a srpervjsed practicum,"

"need a good training prog.mm in losychotherary; and a good

supervised counseling practie-?1. More doctr,ral programs for

counseling and clinical Tvcychcl-,:y ud be estalished in the

New York City aree."

"would like a dec?_nt supervised practicum."

"counselor training is completely lacking in group dynamics

(group counseling and sensitivity training). I have had to learn

this on my own."
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"I am appalled at your use of the term 'college guidance

counselor' and reject it. If that is all one is in the two-

year college we are really missing the boat."

"more specific information about junior colleges and

j-arliOr C011ege Stade'ritS."

ftgreater depth in rersonality assessment and knowledge

of measurement instruments."

"can't find anyone trained to work in raacement."

"need to get away from graduate programs designed to

meet certificatian requirements. Add more advanced psychology

and personality courses. Need to be familiar with computers."

"Schools of education should be abolished . . . Sociology,

history, and. literature provide a much finer basis for working

with peeple."

"Should definitely contain some fanm of sensitivity training."

These comments really require no fUrther comment.

The last pert of tle Inventory of Staff Resources dealt wdth how the

counselor spends his working time. Estimates of the percentage of total work

time spent in each of eight types of functions were requested. Although

self-reports of time in particular duties may be unreliable, this approach

was utilized because it was feasible and because only an estimate was required.

Counselors do seem to devote the largest proportion of their working t4me

to consultation ninctions ( a mean of 34)44% was reported). But, approximately

two-thirds of their work time was taken up by other activities. These

activities with their respective mean estimated percentages of time are:

Service functions, 11.52'4; Orientation functions, 10.26%; Organizational

functions, 9.49%; Appraisal functions, 7.92%; Participation functions, 5.35%;

ReGulation functions, 5.11%; ane other functions, 5.26%.

The questian must be raised whether counselors are utilizing their

particular expertise to the best advantage. Tangeatial to this question, of

course, is whether the two-year college counselor should be a counseling
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specialist or a student personnel generalist. Cai professional student person-

nel activities in a two-year college be organized such that the professional

staff can all be specialists? This would be a fruitfUl research area with

implicabions for both the practice of student personnel and the graduate

training of nrofessionals.

Finally, counselors were asked at which group of students counseling

activities were directed. As expected, full-time students received the most

attention. It was estimated that an average of 75% of the time spent in

counseling activities wus devoted to fUll-time students. Part-tire students

(less than 10% of the total enrollment) mere the focus of approximately 13%

of the counseling effort. And evening students (almost 50% of the total

enrollment) received 10% of the total professional time in counseling.

Counselors' Recommendations for
Improving Two-Year College Counseling

Personal comments about counseling services in their awn colleges were

solicited from counselors. Many of the suggestions for the improvement of

counseling services were quite relevant in view of the information gathered
,s

in the present stuay. Some of these suggestions were:

More research and meaningful data on counseling, even at an

elementary level, is sorely needed.

There is a crucial need to distinguish between therapy and
"helping" as counseling activities. Then, counseling objectives

should be established for each institution which best further
institutional objectives.

AI1 types of testing choula be expanded, with a concomitant
increase in the interpretation of test results as a form of counsel-

ing relationshiv.

In-serTice training should be increased.
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The training of future counselors should emphasize psychology
rather than education.

Study skills specialistsmmst be hired.

Counseling activities must be administered effectively within
a responsive organizational pattern. Administrators of student
personnel services should. be competent professionals capable of
creative organizational leadership.
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College

Part I

APPRAISAL OF STUDENT PERSONNEL FUNCTIONS

Listed below are several functions which cc:ad be classified as "student
personnel" functions. Utilizing the following scale, please circle the
appropriate number following each fanction which most nearly indicates mi....2r

own oz....inion of how well eachfunction is performed at your college.

VP Not Performed, or I have absolutely no knowledge of the performance

of this fanction.

1. Poor. FUnctionis performed, but is entirely inadequate.

2. Fair. Function is performed, but the quality and/or quantity of
services dces not meet the needs of the college or students.

3. S)ytisfactou. Function is performed in an acceptable manner, with
roam for improvement in quality or broadening of
application.

4 outIallainz. Function is performed in an excellent manner. Difficult
to improve eitlier and quality or quantity of services.

For example, under "Pre,college information" you may think that the handling
of inquiries concerang college attendance is handled well, but there should be
nany more activities added under this function. You would probably circle "2"
for this function.

Note that the illustrative tasks for each function are only a few examples
of the activities includee_ in that function. You may be able to think of many
more tasks which would be included in any function.

Please rate every function and circle only one nuMber or NP for each ftnction.

Illustrations of Some
Function TaLP1Tasks

1. Precollege Information

2. Applicant Consulting

Conferring with high school groups;
preparing and distributing descrip-
tive material; handling of inquiries NP 1 2 3 4
concerning college attendance;
offering advisory talks to parents.

Interpreting test results to appli-
cants; explaining curricular require-
ments; assisting students in select- NP 1 2 3 4
ing courses; introducing career
planning.



3. Student Registration

146 AcademIc Regalation

5. Student Advisement

6. Group Orientation.

/ Studomt Counseling

C.-,-,:ree-r Information

9. TintIncial Md

106 Placement

Designinr, procedi.;res and neces-

sary forms; procesLAn class ebanges

and Ndthdrawals; projecting college
and class enrollments.

Interpreting requirements to stup
dents; advisin,7 faculty and oAminio-

tration on aeademie policies; eval-
uating gradaation elips,ibi3ity; pre-

senting pertinent information in
questions of probation and dis-
qualification.

Scheduling advisees into classes;
reviewing senior college require-
ments; advising stl4derts on special
study shills needed.

Conductiar, orientation classes;
intrcducing students to all aspects
of college life; presenting occupa-
tional information; teaching effective
study skills,

Conducting connseling intervivws;
acting as catalyst in student evalua-
tion of values; administering and
interpreting diagnostic tests; making
appropriatc referrals; providing a
sriecia), program of health counseling.

Studyin mnpowor needs within
the cormunity and region; indenti-

sources of occupational infor-
mation; 6eveloping effective
metHeds fol°' disseminatig career
Inform&ton.

nali;g CinanciO1 needs of stu-

dent r; ; C eking tt.inds for grants-in-

aid ; tTt er I n s tudent :Loans ;

rs.,nging for soart-time employment.

ArrahAng placement interviews for
Ljfaduates and dropcats maintaining
liaison 1,11th emnicyment sources;

conetin 7(..,11ap studies.

11. Otiu3.ent elf-GoverIment Advising stoden government; in-
creasin the involvealent of students

in the coller!e decision-making
process; con6uctin;2: leadership .nro-

gm4T, or elasscs; supervisin!7. elec-

tions and student confererees.

WP 1 2 3 4

nNP D2 4

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 ? 3 4



12 Co-Curricular Activities

13. Social Regulation

14. Student Induction

15. Health Service

16. Housing

17. Applicant Appraisal

18. n!ducational Testing

19. PersonnEl Records

20. Program Articulation

72

Assisting students in the planning
of a varied activities program; en-
couraging student involvement in NP 1 2 3 4

significant projects; supervising
student activitdes; helping in
budget preparation; evaluating the
worth of various activities.

Working with administration and
students in developing policies
covering al) social activities;
maintaining a social calendar;
arranging for facilities; handl-
ing cases of social misconduct.

NP I. 2 3 4

Training returning students to help
new students; introducing students

to college activities; interpreting VP 1 2 3 4

student services and regulations.

Availability of, or referral to a
physician; personal health
counseling; providing first aid
treatment.

Maintaining a list of approved
off-campus housing; conducting
inspections of housing;
facilitating student-landlord
communications.

Evaluating transcripts of previous
academic mork; serving on admis-
sions committee.

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 2 3 4

Selecting amd developing appropri-
ate testing instruments; adminis-.
tering tests to incoming students; NP 1 2 3 4
developing normative and predictive

data.

Developing a meaningful and inte-
grated records system; establishing
and implementing policies regarding NP 1 2 3 4

record accessibility; conducting and
interpreting research on student

characteristics.

Arranging for staff liaison with
high school counselors and with
appropriate officials at colleges
of transfer; appointing student
personnel staff members to faculty
committees; arranging for close
communication with various academic

departments.

NP 1 2 3 4



21. In-Service Education

22. Program Evaluation

23. Administrative
Organization

Providing for staff supeIvision;
encouraging ataff participation
in professional associations;

arranging for consultants to the
staff; organizing a systematic
program of inAservice training
for both the professional and
the clerical s':,aff.

NP 1 2 3 4

Developing experimental projects;
conducting local insbitutional
research; cooperating in regional, NP 1 2 3 4
statewide and national research
projects; arranging for folim-
up studies of former students.

Providing administrative leadership
to all facets of the student person-
nel program; preparlmg organization- NP 1 2 3 4
al patterns and job descriptions;
preparing budgetary requests;
identifying and interpreting
staffing needs.
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Part II

REIRTIVE IREQUMICY OF STUDENT PROBLEM

Below are given seven kinds of student problems, arranged alphabeticsily.
Which one of these, in your judgement, is the most common or frequent in your

college? Indicate ytur answer by writing "1.7--c7 the space provided to the

right of the heading. New, which one is the next most common? Answer by

placing a "2" on the line to the right of the appropriate heading. Continue

in this way until you have used numbers 1 through 7, with "7" indicating the

least common type of problem.

(1) Educational-EImillac problems

such as electing courses, choosing co-curricular activities,
selecting a transfer college, etc.

(2) Financial problems

(3)

such as insufficient funds, too much outside work to allow
time for study, inefficient budgetIng, etc.

Health problems..

such as general poor health, specif.c illnesses, severe
physic 1 handicap, etc.

(4) Mixed or Combination problems

(5)

such as a codiination or social-emotional and scholastic
adjustment problerm, a mixture of educational, health, and
financial prcaolems, or any other combination.

Scholastic-agustment problers

Rank

such as academic failure, poor 3tudy habits, dissatisfaction

with courses, underachievement, etc.

(6) Social-emotional problems .

(7)

such as lack of social skills, personality difficulties,
religious or moral conflicts, etc.

Vocational problems

such as vocational. indecision, conflict with parents about
vocational goal, interest-aptitude discrepancy, etc.

=11.1N11111.ft

1111.111111
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Part III

ATTITUDE TOWARD COUMMADTGAND COUNSELING SERVICES

What is your cdpiaion about providing special guidance and counseling services
(i.e., personal interviews, special testing, vocational advising, etc., by
a professionally trained counselor) for students in Wo-year colleges? Please
circle one number.

(1) These services are unnecessary as long as adequate information about
vocations and academic requirements is available from other sources
or off-campus agencies.

(2) Counseling services seem necessary for a few students, but these services
should be hent to a minimum.

(3) Counseling services are important to magy students who seem to have
academic, vocational, or personal prdblems serious enough to interfere
with college work.

(4) Counseling services are essential if all students are to get the
maximum benefit from their college experience.

2. Should the functions of the professional counseling staff at this college be
assumed by %he teaching faculty, with appropriate adjustment of teaching
load and adequate clerical help? Please circle one nuMber.,

(1) Yes

(2) No

Haw would y'N.1 compare the competence of the college's counseling personnel
with that of the teaching faculty? Please circle one nuMber.

(1) On the whole, the counselors are not as well 'prepared for their job as
the teaching faculty are for theirs.

(2) The counselors are about as well qualified for their job as the faculty
are for theirs,

(3) The counselors are generally better qualified for their job than the
teaching faculty are for theirs.

4. Haw do students at ycur college feel about going to see a counselor?
Please circle one number.

(1) Most students simply do not know a counseling services is available.

(2) Many students do not feel free to go see a counselor.

(3) Most students feel free to go to a counselor.

(4) Nearly all students feel free to see a counselcr.
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5. Do the students who have seen a nunselor at your college geLerally fe,1

they have received: Flease circle one.

(1) No help?

(2) Some help?

(3) A lot of help?

6. The professional counseling services offered stud,mts at your college ;Mould

be: Please circle one.

(1) Reduced.

(2) Maintained about as now offerv.r.4..

(3) Increased.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Please pu i. the questionnaire in the enclosed envelope
and return to the Dean of Students Office or to the person
who forwardd it to you.



Appendix B

Inventory of Counseling Servi.ces
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IffVEUTORY OF COUNSFIING SERVICES

Listed below are a series of services which might be offered by a college

guidance counselor.

Utilizing the following scale, please circle one number orliP at the right of

each serviee to indicate da-tize own opinion of hovvell each servlce 4* lmwrreremPa at

your college.

NP ribt Performed

1. Poor. Service is performed, but is entirely inadequate.

2. Fair. Service is performed, but the quality and/or quantity of

services does nct meet the needs of the college or students.

3. augalua. Service is performed in an acceptable manner, with roam for

improvement in quality or broadening of application.

4. adskialing. Service is performed in an excellent manner. Difficult to

improve either quality or quantity.

Please rate every service. Circle only one nuMber or NP for each service.

1. Intelrpretation of standardized admission tests to beginning

students to assist in planning their academic programs.

NP 1 2 3

2. Administration and interoretation of diagnostic tests for

basic scholastic skills, such as reading, writing, and

mathematics.

NP 1 2 3

3. Administration and interpretatxon of interest tests. NP 1 2 3

4 Use of tests for special vocational skills, such as
mechanical aptitudn or dexterity tests. NP 1 2 3

5. Conducting special studies for the purpose of improving

services to students, to the faculty, or to the college. NP 1 2 3

6. Administratiaa and interpretation of general ability or

intelligence tests. NP 1 2 3

7. Administration and interpretation of personality tests. NP 1 2 3

8. Explanation of admission requirements and furnishing

information athut the college to individuals or groups. NP 1 2 3

9. Orientation to the campus and to college life. NP 1 2 3

10. Interpretation of course and scholastic requirements for

particular academic programs. NI° 1 2 3

4

14

14

4

14

14

14



Help with course selection for students transferring to a four-

year inztitution.

Instruction in study skills, either with groups or individual

students.

Interpretation of skills and srecial abilities needed for

particular occupations..
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NP 1 2 3

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 2 3

Providing occupational informatVIn sudh as books, pamphlets,

statistics, and the local and national employment outlook. NP 1 2 3 4

15. Help with personal - social - emctional prdblems. NP 1 2 3 4

16. Clarification of values, attitudes, personal goals, etc. NP 1 2 3 4

17. Assisting students with financial problems to find grants,
part-time jobs, or loans, and to properly =nage their finances. NT' 1 2 3 4

18. Referral for remedial help with basic scholastic skilis. NP 1 2 3 4

19. Liaison with both high schools and four-year colleges so students
interested in transferring mill have the necessary information
to plan for program requirements. NP 1 2 3 4

20. Liaison with local business and industry employment representatives

and state employment service. NT' 1 2 3 4

21. Utilizing the services of a mental health clinic or other
professional services for more severe personal problems.

22. Use of a psychometrist for intensive testing.

NP 1 2 3 4

NP 1 2 3 4



Appendix C

Letter of Introduction

Faculty Personal Data Sheet

Stud.ent Personal Data Sheet



NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
A STATUTORY COLLEGE OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
ITHACA. N. Y. 14850

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
STONE HALL

Dear Sir:

79

The enclosed questionnaires are part of a study being conducted by the

Department of Educatior, Cornell University, in cooperation with the New York

State Education Department. We are attempting to find out more about the

counseling and guidance services offered to students in two-year colleges in

New-York.

Your frank, honest responses to the questionnaires will help us to complete

the survey, and ultimately to nake recommendations for improving guidance and

counseling services for students in two-year colleges.

All of your responses are completely confidential. No data about

:individual persons or colleges mill appear in the final report of the study.

Please feel free to make comments or suggestions oa the questionnaires wherever

you feel this would be helpful.

The directions are self-explanatory. Please read the items careftilly and

respond to each item, Your prompt completion and return of the questionnaire

within two days to the person who forwarded it to you will be appreciated.

The questionnaire may be returned in the enclosed envelope.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Dalva E. Hedlund
Assistant Professor



College

FACULTY PERSONAL WORMATION SHEET

Ple-se chtlf`kc3 +-ha categories which dPnnribe you:

80

1. (1) Male

(2) Female

2. (1) Fall-time.

(2) Evening class instructor
or

(3) Part-time Oather than evening

(4) If part-time, what percentage
teaching at your institution?

classes)..

of your time is devoted to

3. Highest academic degree held:
(1) less than bachelors

(2) Bachelors.. .

(1) Masters

(4) Doctorate.. . .

164

50

183

_21

11

12

33

17

4. How many years have you taught (part-time or fall-time) at this

two-year college? (1-3) . 112

(4-6) .....0. 55

(7-9)
21

(over 10) 24111...11...6

5. How many years total teaching experience (full-time equivalent at

any level) have you had? (1-3)

(4-6)

(7-9)

(over 10) .

57

37

46

69
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College

STUDENT PERSONAL INFORMATION SHEET

Please check the categories which describe you:

1. (1) Male
(2) Female.

130

S:14

2. (1) Ful3.-time student.. .
253

(2) Part-time student (other than evening classes). ... .. 10

(3) Evening class student 53

3. Counting part-time enrollment as Axil-time attendanco9 are you, a:

(1) First year student .......... OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
158

Or
(2) Second. year student 142

4. (1) Are you in technical education - occupational major 144

or
(2) a general education - transfer major 136

5. Do you plan to transfer to a four-year college? (1 ) Yes___.......... 220

(2) No OOOOO 00000 77

6. Do you live (1) at home
226

(2) away from home
86

7. Please check the approximate number of times you have seen a
professional counselor at your college for:

(1) Personal counseling, other than registration (0) 00 103

(1"3).00000000J
(4- or more)....

(2) Testing program (aPtitude test, interest inventories,
achievement test, etc.) (0) OO

O 000000 189

(1".3) O 110000. 3.08

(11- or more) 3



Appendix D

Inventory of Staff Resources
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INVENTORY OF STAFF RESOURCES

Our purpose in the INVENTORY OF STAFF RESOURCES is to obtain an understand-

ing of the experience and training of Darticipating staff members. Your complete

response to these items is needed. With your cooperation, me expect to make

significant recommendations that will increase aad strengthen apportunities for

professional training. Please Temember that 01 ind4v4Ail.) 1.0pnlisaR are

completely confidential.

(1)

I Professional Experience

(3)
Ito

Name Institution Title Yrs. in Position

(5) (6) (7)
Yrs. in Position

Next most recent position Institution

(8) (9)
Next most recent position Institution

(10)
Yrs. in position

U. Are you a full-time college statf member? (1) Yes ........

(2) No

12. What percentage of your professional time is given to

activities associated with functions listed in the

Invents= of CounselinE Services?

13. Do you classify yeurself as a Txofessional student personnel

worker? (1) Yes

(2) No

(3) Not sure.

em.011.111MOINIM4,1,/.

.1

eMI1111.11.101.1.

111/.....110111.10.1..11111.11111.M.mm

Please indicate in the appropriate spaces the number of years of experience in

various assignments. (Include your current position.)

A. Primarily Teaching

B. Primarily Student
Personnel Work

C Primarily Administration
(Non-Student Personnel)

Four-year College

Elementary Junior and.

Secondary College University

0./..111.1

Total years of educational experience:

.10.1.11..011



1:1

21 Formal Education

(L) (2) (3) (4)
Undergraduate Institution Maj or

83

Degree Year of Graduation

5. Approximate number of undergraduate credits in:
(semester hours; quarters hours equal two-thirds of semester hours)

(1) Education (2) Psycholow. (3) other social sciences

Graduate Education

Course Work:

(6) Institution (7) Major

(8) Total semester hours

(10) Institution

(12) Total semester hours

WO Institution
(16) Total semester hours__

(9) Degree, if anY

.---.. (iv)

Counsel tlE

(19)

(21)

(23)

Special Workshops or Institutes in

(18) Title of workshop_______

(20) Title of
(22) Title of workshopeal.w.111.01111AJI10..........11,0.1.M,

Major--
Degree, if any___
Major

Degree, if any

or Guidance:

Number of weeks

NuMber of

Number of weeks

ell.r.MagarrlagewM110....

Su-nervised Practicum

214. Did. you have a super rised practicum? (1) Yes (2) No

25. Institution 26. No. of Credits

27. Setting! (1) Elementary (2) Secondary (3) Jr. College

(14) University or 4 year college (5) Medical Clinic

(6; Other

28. Please indicate emphasis of the practicum:

(1) Prim, .1y supervised counseling .

(2) Primarily other student personnel services
(3) Equally counseling and other student personnel services

10111.011....

.1101.1.0111.1./....



29. Distribution of Graduate Work

Please check the areas in which you have had graduate course work.

(1) Counseling interview

(2) Clinical testing

(3) rallinni-1 -Pocling iwil.
(4) Group guidance (includes group dynamics)... . emmeYROO
(5) Occupational information

(6) Research methodology (include statistics, thesis, dissertation)

(7) Other student personnel and guidance (excluding (1) through (61__

(9) Higher education ....,*
1

(8) Occupatimal education....

(10) OtheT education . ******** ....... *********

(L1) Cognal,c colIrses (psychology, sociology, anthropology)

84

30. Evaluatior of Graduate Experiences

(1) Inrelationship to your current job assignment--What wre the
mor:; si ificant graduate experiences or courses?

von 0.,%*,.ftwoowaiMMM.O.I.Orekrt

0041,./INIaNimillwIemleal.11111.1.

4.11=1IPIIIII.III......,..........V111.

.,..140M.ON.Y.4.011
(2) What were the least helpful graduate experiences or courses?

.....................+.-+.11.1.....,
31. Profession Opportunities

011..............

(1) Have yoa had any on-the-job training or supervision (non-credit)
in agy junior college in which you have been employed? CO Yes.

0) No

(2) If yes, please describe where, when, and the nature of the

training or supervision:

....*...sw.....Am.WWW..............JNI.W...1.0.110.

.............1..



III Work Time Estimate

Estimate the peecentage of your total work time that you spend on the

following Im9s of functions. The sub-headings are suggestive oay, not

exhaustive, and are not intended to mean that you necessarily perform all

the duties in a given category.

(1) Orientaticn &notions

Dissemination of information to prospective students, informa-

tion giving to groups--associated with inductjon into college,

effective stndy skills, vocational decisions, educational

planning, rules and regulations, etc.

(2) hmEgaal FUnctions

Maintenance of student records
Testing of achievement, aptitudes, interests, etc

Making of individual case studies, etc.

(3) Consultation FUnctions

Professional services to students individually and in

groups in clarifying basic values, attitudes, interests,

and abilities; all phases of decision-making; formnlating

educational-vocational plans; identifying and resolving

problems interfering wlth plans and progress; referring

to appropriate resources for more intensive and deep-

seated personal problems.

(4)IPATITABglari Functions .. .. 040* ***** * ***** 0000

Advising student government cni;anizations, conducting

government leadershin programs, etc.
Arranging for cultural activities; sponsoring of clubs

and organizationn; orgarizing special interest groups

and other co-curricular activities, etc.

(5) lesai_1.1.42a Functions
4POPoO*000....* sks.

Student registration procedures; Handling student infraction

of college rules; Supervision of student social activities;

DeOing with student petitions.

(6) Service Functioas

Financial aids service; Placement service.

(7) Ormalatjaral Functions **

Articulation 'with other institutions; Administration of

student personnel e rvices; In-service educatiol of staff

members; evaluation, etc.

010.........1

(8) Other &actions 0

(Use only if a function is not implied in above groups. If

used, please describe functions briefly below. For example,

teanhing one course per semestev.)

rotal: 100%



(9) Of the total time you spend in counseling activities (100%) what

percentage is devoted to (1) FUll-time students ........... 1.00.000

(2) Part-time day students

(3) Evening students... ..... .ez

86

COMMENTS: Yor- 'ersorlal comments on your previous education, what further train-

ing you need :liculties and problems your collegg counseling service has, and

suggestions fox Improving counseling services in your college are welcomed and

encouraged.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Please put the questionnaire in tbe enclosed envelope

. and return to the Dean of Students Office or to the person

who forwarded it to you.

010
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INSTRUCTIONS TO CAMPUS COORDINATOR

1. Please complete the enclosed questionnaire entitled "Information About the

Institution and Student Body." Where estimates of numbers or percen-Uiges

are required use the best source you can find for these figures. Where

your opinion or experience is required to answer an item, be as complete

and objective as possible in arriving at an answer. For instance, you may

wish to consult with someone else when indicating what happens to dropouts

from your college. Be sure to include yourself, if applicable, under the

item asking for names of members of the student personnel staff.

When you have questions about the appropriate base numbers for total enroll-

ment or other figures, use those figures reported to the Division of

Institutional Research, SUM, in the Fall of 1967.

2. lt will be necessary to obtain a random sample of students and faculty at

your college. We will draw the sample of individuals to send questionnaires

to, if you will accomplish the following steps:

Obtain a complete list of all students at ynur college (including

full-time, part-time, and evening students). A student directory may

be adequate, if available.

Obtain a complete list of the faculty at your college (again including

full-time, part-time, and evening instructors).

Forward the completed "Information About the Institution and Student

Body," plus the student and faculty lists to Cornell in the enclosed

envelope. The student and faculty lists will be returned to you if

requested.

(d) Should you not be able to obtain a complete listing of students or

faculty-to send us, please call immediately (607-275-2063) so we can

make different sampling plans for your college.

3. We will send you questionnaires for counselors, selected students, and

selected faculty members at your college. These questionnaires will be

addressed to individuals included in the sample. All you need do is see

that they are distributed to the proper individuals.

4. Each individual student, faculty member, and counselor will complete his

questionnaire, seal it in the enclosed envelope, and return it to you.

When all or most of the questionnaires are returned to you, you will

simply package them and mail the package to us (1st class postage). We

will be in contact with you prior to this last stage of data collection,

5. Time is very important in the collection of the data. You are urged to

use the telephone for any questions or problems you may have, and to give

your immealate attention to the study. With as many colleges as are

participating in the study a delay of a few days on individual campuses

can lead to a delay of week3 in completing the study.



Collet:4e

Address

President

.,
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE INSTITUTION
AND STUDENT BODY

Office Address

Academic Dean

Office Address

Dean of Students (if aay)

Office Address

Person designated to coordinate the Cornell survey at your college:

Names

voi 1...V.1.11=01101101001111.00.101111110.111110.11.ffililli.1.111411010111.=

11111110.111111..1111Al

Position

Office Address

Telephone

1. Please use Fall, 1967, figures as reported to SUNY.

(1) Total student enrollment

(2) NuMber of men

(3) NuMber of women

(4) NuMber enrolled as fUll-time students (12 hours or more)

(5) NuMber enrolled as pert-time students (less than 12 hours),
excluding evening students

(6) NuMber of students enrolled in evening classes only



2. Of all students currently enrolled at your college, and counting
part-time enrollment as full attendar_ce, what percentage are:

(1) in their first year of attendance at your college

(91 in +.1,1pir Arsnnr1 vow). nf ni...F.AnAlanno wF imirr nn11Porl

(1) currently in their third or more year of attendance at your
college

8 9

3. Approximate number of full-time students who are married: Men

Women

4. Approximate nuMber of full-time students 20 years of age or older...

5. Percent of full-time students receiving financial aid administered
by, yur college, excluding Scholar Incentive and Regents Scholar-
ships and including on-campus part-time work

6. Homes of students:

Please indicate the percentages of full-time students who:

(1) live at home

(2) live away from home

7. In your judgement, what are the main reasons why some students
shift tram one curriculum to another?

IIMI.M.M.1.111111101111,0110.0=0.11w

ahManDOmmat P.1.110.
.410.1.1011.111.01.r

Use reverse side of sheet, if more space is needed.r------

8. Of every 100 newly enrolled, full-time freshmen in your college, estimate as
closely as possible how many:

(1) leave during the first year without completing a program of
study

(2) complete a program of study during the first year mown*

(3) leave during the second year without coopleting a program of
study

(4) complete a program of study during the second year

Total 100 %

9. In your experience, what are the main reasons why son ! students leave

your college without graduating?

..111...1.81...e.M...........0.1101/....1.

Use reverse side of this sheet, if more Space is needed:7--



10. Please estimate the total nuMber of students during 66/67 school

year who: (L) transferred to a four-year institution

90

(2) transferred to other than a four-year institution

(3) entered gainful employment..

11. The Dropouts

If you have informat;^n (f^rma, nr in-rnrmr,l) allnut ynnv arnpnntR- nlease
J;

state below what happens to them or what they tend to do after they leave

your institution:

('Use reverse side of this sheet, if more space is neededr)

12. Please list those agencies which have accredited your college:

1../opg.I.114Illo.....wageay
1610.111.41........111.

11.111..../.11....%

13. Number of teaching faculty: (1) Full-time

(2) Part-time
(a) in day division

00 in evening division
Academic degrees of teaching faculty:

Nunber of:

FUll-time Part-time

with Doctorate.. ......(1) (4)

with Masters (2) (5)

with less than Masters(3) (6 )

14. Student Personnel Staff

Please list below the names and titles of all the full-and part-time

meMbers of the student personnel staff. % of
Estimated

Full Part total time

time time in

...(2122sY one)
Name Title counseling

( )

) ( )

ammo.......

(Use reverse side of sheetli? more space is needed.)
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15. Please explain the organization and administration of the student personnel

program at your college. For exampae, yho is responsible for the overall

program?=1 .1......................Ille=111..01111.11MO01/11111111*./.1IMO40.10 .-01.1

What are the formal lines of authority?

Does the individual in charge have major responsibilities in other areas of

administration?

Please provide an organizational chart.
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Participating Colleges

Auburn Community College

Broame Technical Community College

Corning Community College

Dutchess Community College

Fashion Institutue of Technoloor

Jamestown Comnunity College

Jefferson Community College

Yingsborough Community College

Mohawk Valley Canmunity College

Nassau Community College

New York City Community College

Onondaga Community College

Orange Cuunty Community College

Queensborough Community College

Staten Island Canmunity College

Suffolk County Community College

Sullivan County Community College

SUNY Agricultural and Technical College at Alfred

SUNY Agricultural and Technical College at Canton

SUNY Agricultural and Technical College at Cobleskill

SUNY Agricultural and Technical College at Delhi

SUNY Agricultural and Technical College at Farmingdale

SUNY Agricultural and Technical College at Morrisville

Genesee Community College

Community College of the Finger Lakes


